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E ditorial

We don’t think that Freedom Press can be accused of ever spending 
much time digging up a long-forgotten-distant-past, or of commem
orating centenaries of long-forgotten-propagandists-and-activists in 
the anarchist ranks.

The whole point of having a Raven on the occasion of the 150th 
anniversary of Peter K ropotkin’s birth is not to revive a long-forgot- 
ten-anarchist-and-his-work, but to proclaim to the world that more of 
K ropotkin’s writings are available in 1992 than at any time in the last 
fifty years! Surely this means it is widely recognised that he still has an 
important contribution to make to the social and economic problems 
of our times.

Freedom Press could be excused, anyway, for making an exception 
in K ropotkin’s case in view of the fact that he was after all one of the 
founders (in 1886) of our journal Freedom. And we must confess that 
for his centenary in 1942 Freedom Press published a 150-page 
volume of Selections from his Writings, edited and with an introduction 
by Herbert Read. It soon sold out and was never reprinted (it was 
wartime and even printing paper was severely rationed). In this 
commemorative Raven Herbert Read’s largely biographical intro
duction is now reprinted for the first time fifty years later!

Apart from the Max Nettlau and Malatesta contributions, all in this 
issue are published for the first time. It was essential to publish 
Malatesta’s Recollections (1931) and the two articles he wrote for 
Freedom in 1914-1916 (though this material is available in print*) in 
order to present a balanced assessment of K ropotkin the man, and his 
contribution to the social struggle.

As we go to press a week-long International Scientific Conference 
is being held in Moscow (where K ropotkin was bom) and in St 
Petersburg (where he went to school and later lived until his arrest in 
1874) to commemorate the 150th anniversary of his birth. The 
conference is organised by the ‘K ropotkin Commission of the Russian 
Academy of Science’. More than sixty papers had been promised. We 
hope to publish an exhaustive report of this Conference in Freedom. 
But above all, we hope that in the present political chaos in Russia 
some of K ropotkin’s enthusiasm, and even his optimism, will filter 
down to the citizens in the streets.

*Malatesta - Life and Ideas (Freedom Press, 312 pages, £ 4.00)

r
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Pnblishers’ Notes

This issue of The Raven completes the fifth volume of our journal and 
many subscriptions are due for renewal. Though the cover price for 
1993 will be £ 3, ordinary subscriptions will remain unchanged in spite 
of increased postal charges. However, subscription rates to institu
tions have been increased to £ 16 inland, £ 20 overseas, and £ 25 
overseas airmail.

The page numbers in The Raven number 19 ‘On Sociology’ went 
from 1 to 100 (did you notice the four-page bonus?) instead of 209- 
308. We mention this not for most readers but for anybody indexing 
these issues. The current issue starts from page 309 and ends at page 
404. Apologies to the indexers including our own HS, for the 
problems it creates.

The Raven was launched with a donation of £ 10,000 from our dear 
comrade Art Bartell (Attilio Bortolotti for some of us) in 1987. In spite 
of the fact that none of our writers is paid we lose £ 1,000 on every 
issue. So on 20 issues we are £ 20,000 down, less our comrade’s 
£ 10,000 plus £ 1,400 from some of our readers, including the 
donations listed below. The balance of £ 8,600 has been paid out of 
Freedom Press literature sales, but at the expense of, say, three new 
Freedom Press titles of 80 pages each of a 2,000 run edition. Think on these 
things, and meanwhile our warm thanks to the generous supporters 
listed below.

R aven Deficit Fnnd 1st J nly - 10th December 1992

T otal = £ 429.70

Teignmouth: MD £ 10 Mansfield: JO’N £ 2.60
Glasgow: JC £ 8 Oxford: MAH £ 4.50
Stirling: AD £ 6 Dossenheim: RS £ 4.50
Sittingboume: PK £ 5 Bristol: TC £ 5,
Beckenham: DP £ 10 Cleveland Ohio:TH £ 5
California: JV £ 250 London E17: NC £ 8.
Westbury: J SD £ 1.10 London SEI9: HS £ 50,
New Y ork: FT £ 30 Edmonton Ont: HB £ 10
Beckenham: DP £ 10 Dossenheim: RS £ 10
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Herbert Read

Peter K ropotkin 1842-1921
Prince Peter Alexeivich K ropotkin was bom at Moscow on the 9th 
December, 1842 (O.S.). His father, Prince Alexei Petrovich K ro
potkin, is described by K ropotkin as ‘a typical officer of the time of 
Nicholas I’, but he seems to have been an easy-going parent, content 
to leave his son’s education to his French tutor until it was time to send 
him off to a military academy. K ropotkin’s mother was the youngest 
daughter of the commander of a Cossack army corps, General Sulima, 
and a woman of great refinement and sensibility, qualities which her 
son must have inherited, for she died before she had time to influence 
him directly. K ropotkin was then only three and a half years old, and 
the first half-distinct reminiscence of his life was to be of “a high 
spacious bedroom, the comer room of our house, with a wide bed 
upon which our mother is lying, our baby chairs and tables standing 
close by, and the neatly served tables covered with sweets and jellies 
in pretty glass jars - a room into which we children are ushered at a 
strange hour.”

The K ropotkin family was of very ancient origin, and in the feudal 
period had been of great prominence in the principality of Smolensk. 
But latterly it had, like so many noble families in Russia, surrendered 
all of its powers and most of its possessions to the centralized 
autocracy of the Czars, and Prince Alexei might perhaps be best 
described as a well-to-do country gentleman. He owned nearly twelve 
hundred male serfs, situated in three different provinces. He kept fifty 
servants at Moscow, and half as many more in the country, four 
coachmen to attend to a dozen horses, three cooks for the masters and 
two more for the servants and a dozen men to wait at dinner. He ran 
a private ‘scratch’ orchestra of which he was unreasonably proud, and 
he entertained on an extravagant scale. He seems to have been a good 
landlord and a kind master. “Nothing, indeed, gave him more 
pleasure than to be asked for help ... for instance, to obtain free 
education for a boy, or to save somebody from a punishment inflicted 
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upon him by a law court. Although he was liable to fall into fits of rage, 
he was undoubtedly possessed of a natural instinct toward leniency, 
and when his patronage was requested he would write scores of letters 
in all possible directions, to all sorts of persons of his standing, in 
favour of his protege. ”

K ropotkin’s childhood was much the same kind of childhood as 
that enjoyed by two other aristocrats who were to become revolution
aries - Mikhail Bakunin and Leo Tolstoy. His autobiography reveals 
only one event which may have had deeper consequences than he 
cared to confess. Two years after his mother’s death, his father 
married again - this time the daughter of an admiral - ‘ a young lady 
with a classical Greek profile, said to have been very beautiful’. The 
new Princess at once set about removing all traces of her predecessor: 
her portraits, her paintings, her embroideries, the furniture she had 
used and the servants who had known her. K ropotkin does not often 
mention his stepmother in his autobiography, and we may guess that 
a certain fidelity to the image of his real mother helped to determine 
his personality. He remarks of himself at the age of fifteen: “Human 
character is usually settled in a definite way at an earlier age than is 
generally supposed.”

At this age he entered the Corps of Pages at St. Petersburg. This 
was an institution which combined the character of a military acad
emy and a select school for the children of the nobility attached to the 
Court. There were only one hundred and fiftyplaces,sothenomination 
was coveted, and young Peter was set upon a career which, in the eyes 
of his father, should naturally lead to his being appointed aide-de- 
camp to one of the Grand Dukes, or even to the Emperor himself. The 
education K ropotkin received was serious, and remarkably liberal. In 
addition to mathematics and purely military subjects, he had excellent 
teachers in classics and in Russian and German literature. Few of us are 
lucky to sit under such an inspiring teacher as K lasovsky seems to have 
been (see An Inspiring Teacher).

K ropotkin’s intellectual development was rapid during the five 
years he spent at St. Petersburg, and when he passed out in 1862 he 
had a mind of his own on many subjects - natural science and Russian 
politics among them. The members of the Corps had the prescriptive 
right of choosing the regiment to which they should be attached, and 
K ropotkin, to the consternation of his teachers and comrades, not to 
mention his father, chose ‘the mounted Cossacks of the Amur’, a 
recently formed Siberian regiment. “The Amur region had recently 
been annexed by Russia; I had read” (he relates in explanation of his 
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strange choice) “all about the Mississippi of the East, the mountains 
it pierces, the sub-tropical vegetation of its tributary, the Usuri, and 
my thoughts went further - to the tropical regions which Humboldt 
had described, and to the great generalizations of Ritter, which I had 
delighted to read. Besides, I reasoned, there is in Siberia an immense 
field for the application of the great reforms which had been made or 
are coming: the masters must be few there, and I shall find a field of 
action to my tastes.”

For some time K ropotkin was aide-de-camp to the governor of 
Transbaikalia at Chita, and was later appointed attache for Cossack 
affairs to the governor-general of East Siberia at Irkutsk. K ropotkin 
describes the five years he spent in Siberia as a genuine education in 
life and human character. He became secretary of two committees - 
for the reform of the prisons and the whole system of exile, and for 
preparing a scheme of municipal self-government - and thus he “was 
brought into contact with men of all descriptions: the best and the 
worst; those who stood at the top of society and those who had 
vegetated atthe very bottom - the tramps and the so-called incorrigible 
criminals.” He worked with enthusiasm, reading all that there was to 
read about the historical development of these institutions in Russia 
and abroad. But his activity was by no means merely theoretical. “I 
discussed first the general outlines, and subsequently every point of 
detail, with practical men, well acquainted with the real needs and the 
local possibilities; for that purpose I met a considerable number of 
men both in town and in the province.” This practical training in 
economic and political affairs should be emphasized: it was at the 
opposite pole to the purely academic education of K arl Marx, and if 
Marx had had some of K ropotkin’s early experience he might not have 
placed so much of his faith in State administration.

In the summer of 1863 K ropotkin took charge of a geographical 
survey expedition to the Amur, the immense river which bounded the 
Asiatic territories recently annexed by Russia. It was proposed to 
establish a chain of self-supporting settlements along the whole length 
of the great river and its southern tributary, the Usuri - a stretch of 
some 2,500 miles - which would serve as a regular means of commun
ication between Siberia and the Pacific Coast. The expedition com
pleted and his report delivered to St. Petersburg, K ropotkin returned 
to Siberia and was then sent on another expedition, to explore an old 
Chinese trade route which cuts straight across northern Manchuria 
from Transbaikalia via Mergen to Blagoveschensk on the Amur. No 
European had ever visited the immense region and it was then totally 
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unknown, even to Chinese geographers. This dangerous journey 
accomplished, in the autumn of the same year K ropotkin made a still 
more interesting expedition up the Sungari to K irin, in the heart of 
Manchuria. All those expeditions produced very valuable results, and 
gave K ropotkin such an enthusiasm for geographical exploration that 
in 1867 he left the army and returned to St. Petersburg, where he 
joined the staff of the university and became secretary to the physical 
geography section of the Russian Geographical Society. In 1873 
he published a map and a paper in which he proved that the existing 
maps of Asia entirely misrepresented the physical formation of the 
continent, the main structural lines being in fact from south-west to 
north-east, and not from north to south, or east to west, as had been 
previously supposed. In 1871 he explored the glacial deposits of 
Finland and Sweden, and it was while engaged on this work that he 
was offered the secretaryship of the Russian Geographical Society. He 
was now in his thirtieth year, and the offer represented the realization 
of his scientific ambitions. But “other thoughts and longings” had 
gradually pervaded his mind, and faced with the necessity of coming 
to a decision which would determine the future course of his life, he 
made that historic renunciation, the account of which must be read 
in his own words (see He Renounces his Scientific Career).

K ropotkin renounced a scientific career, but he remained a scientist. 
Deeply as he was moved by his sympathy for the poor and oppressed, 
and however visionary his conception of the future, he realized that 
the truth in sociology as in geography or any other science could only 
be established by inductive methods. When, in writing the article on 
Anarchism for the eleventh edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica 
(1910), K ropotkin had to describe his part in the history of the 
movement, he did so in these words:

“As one of the Anarchist-Communist direction, the present writer 
for many years endeavoured to develop the following ideas: to show 
the intimate, logical connection which exists between the modem 
philosophy of natural sciences and Anarchism; to put Anarchism on 
a scientific basis by the study of the tendencies that are apparent now 
in society and may indicate its further evolution; and to work out the 
basis of Anarchist ethics.”

K ropotkin succeeded in these aims, but he was not the type of man 
to be satisfied with a scholarly activity. His revolutionary activities 
between 1872, when he joined the International Workingmen’s 
Association in Geneva, and 1886 when he was released from his 
second term of imprisonment, were of an extremely practical kind, 
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and to the end of his days he was a militant revolutionary, believing 
that a new form of society would only be achieved by the revolt of the 
oppressed classes. But as his analysis of the lessons of the French 
Revolution shows, he was fully aware of the dangers inherent in 
revolution, and anxious to prevent the repetition of reaction in the 
future revolution.

K ropotkin was soon disillusioned with the factiousness and timid
ity of the International Workingmen’s Association. It was a critical 
year in the history of socialism - indeed, in the history of the world. 
This is not the place to review the events which led to the wrecking of 
the International by Marx at the Hague Congress in September, 1872, 
but from that moment it became evident, that all personal motives 
apart (and even his followers admit that these chiefly animated Marx) 
the socialist movement must henceforth take two diametrically 
opposed directions - one authoritative, collectivist, and dominated by 
a centralized party executive; the other libertarian, federative, devolv
ing the widest possible autonomy to each nation, each region and each 
commune - indeed, to each individual. This latter tendency was 
represented in the International Association by the Jura Federation, 
which now became the centre of opposition against the authority of 
the general council. K ropotkin identified himself with this opposition. 
He did not get into personal touch with Bakunin, who was then living 
at Locarno and very much the inspiration of the opposition to Marx. 
He absorbed Bakunin’s ideas, particularly his criticism of state 
socialism; but it was in long discussions with the clear-sighted 
independent Jura watchmakers that he worked out his own position. 
He never failed to pay the tribute due to Bakunin’s personality and 
to the heroic example of that “colossal figure”. But K ropotkin’s 
personality was a very different one, not lacking in heroism or moral 
integrity, but patient rather than impulsive, penetrating rather than 
imaginative, constructive rather than destructive. Bakunin’s dictum: 
Destruction is also creative, cannot have meant much to him.

Now firm in his convictions, K ropotkin returned to Russia to 
spread the truth among his fellow revolutionaries. But in 1874 he was 
arrested and imprisoned. He made a dramatic escape in 1876 and 
found his way to England. He was never to return to Russia until after 
the Revolution had been accomplished forty years later. He did not 
stay long in England but went to Switzerland, where he joined the Jura 
Federation. Bakunin had just died (July 1, 1876) but the Federation 
was now the mainspring of the revolutionary movement in the Latin 
countries, and its activities were intense. The next year K ropotkin 
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went to Paris to organize the movement there, returning to Switzer
land in 1878 to edit the Federation’s newspaper, Le Revolte. The 
assassination of the Czar, Alexander II, in 1881 led to counter
revolutionary measures in Switzerland, and K ropotkin was expelled 
from the country. He settled in London for about a year and began his 
researches on the history of the French Revolution. It was a year of real 
exile: “For one who held advanced socialist opinions, there was no 
atmosphere to breathe in ... Bums, Champion, Hardie and the other 
labour leaders were not yet heard of and the Fabians did not exist; 
Morris had not declared himself a socialist; and the trade unions, 
limited in London to a few privileged trades only, were hostile to 
socialism.” K ropotkin and his wife, despairing of awakening a social
ist movement in this country, went to Paris to take part in a more 
vigorous socialist movement, saying to themselves: “Better a French 
prison than this grave.”

A  French prison it proved to be. K ropotkin settled at Thonon, in 
Savoy, and continued to edit Le Revolte, and to write articles for the 
Encyclopaedia Britannica and the Newcastle Chronicle. France was in a 
state of unrest, and the police were active. K ropotkin and his wife, 
along with other anarchists, were arrested at the end of 1882 and a 
grand public trial was staged at Lyons in January 1883, lasting about 
a fortnight. The charges were ridiculous, the self-defence of the 
arrested brilliant, and the main effect of the trial was to spread the 
doctrines of anarchism all over Europe. Nevertheless, K ropotkin, his 
wife and their comrades were condemned and thrown into prison. 
There they remained until 1885 or 1886, when the demand for their 
release became a major political issue. K ropotkin was set free in 
January, 1886 and went to Paris to stay with Elie Reclus - another 
scientist, this time an anthropologist, whose science had made him an 
anarchist. But K ropotkin was not allowed to stay in France: he came 
to England again and found a very different atmosphere. “The 
socialist movement was in full swing, and life in London was no more 
the dull, vegetating existence that it had been four years ago. ” He took 
a cottage in Harrow, made his own furniture, and began to cultivate 
his garden - intensively.

The remainder of K ropotkin’s life was devoted to the elucidation 
and exposition of the principles of anarchism. Only a systematic 
bibliography could give an adequate idea of his immense literary 
activity during the next thirty years. It began with The Conquest of 
Bread (1892), and was uncompleted when, at the point of his death, 
he stopped in the middle of a sentence of his work on Ethics.
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When the despotism of the Czars was finally overthrown in Russia, 
K ropotkin though then 7 5 years old, was one of the first of the exiles 
to return to help in the work of reconstruction. He settled at first in 
Petrograd, but he found the climate there too severe for him and went 
to Moscow. The conditions of living were no easier there, and he was 
compelled to retire to the remote village of Dmitrov, about 40 miles 
from Moscow, where he continued to work on his book on ethics. His 
life there and his last days have been movingly described by Emma 
Goldman in My Disillusionment in Russia, (London, C.W. Daniel & 
Co., 1925). She visited him twice in 1920, and hastened to his death 
bed, only to reach it one hour after his death on February 8th, 1921. 
Some quotations from her account will make a fitting conclusion to 
these notes on K ropotkin’s life:

Two things had particularly impressed me on my two previous visits to 
K ropotkin: his lack of bitterness towards the Bolsheviki, and the fact that he 
never once alluded to his own hardships and privations. It was only now, while 
the family was preparing for the funeral, that I learned some details of his life 
under the Bolshevik regime. In the early part of 1918 K ropotkin had grouped 
around him some of the ablest specialists in political economy. His purpose 
was to make a careful study of the resources of Russia, to compile these in 
monographs and to turn them to practical account in the industrial recon
struction of the country. K ropotkin was editor-in-chief of the undertaking. 
One volume was prepared, but never published. The Federalist League, as 
this scientific group was known, was dissolved by the Government and all the 
material confiscated.

On two occasions the K ropotkin apartments in Moscow were requisi
tioned and the family forced to seek other quarters. It was after these 
experiences that the K ropotkins moved to Dmitrov, where old Peter became 
an involuntary exile. K ropotkin, in whose home in the past had gathered from 
every land all that was best in thought and ideas, was now forced to lead the 
life of a recluse. His only visitors were peasants and workers of the village and 
some members of the intelligentsia, whose wont it was to come to him with 
their troubles and misfortunes. He had always kept in touch with the world 
through numerous publications, but in Dmitrov he had no access to these 
sources. His only channels of information were the two government papers, 
Pravda and Izvestia. He was also greatly handicapped in his work on the new 
Ethics while he lived in the village. He was mentally starved, which to him was 
a greater torture than physical malnutrition. It is true that he was given a 
better payok than the average person, but even that was insufficient to sustain 
his waning strength. Fortunately he occasionally received from various 
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sources assistance in the form of provisions. His comrades from abroad, as 
well as Anarchists of the Ukrainia, often sent him food packages. Once he 
received some gifts from Makhno, at that time heralded by the Bolsheviki as 
the terror of counter-revolution in Southern Russia. Especially did the 
K ropotkins feel the lack of light. When I visited them in 1920 they were 
considering themselves fortunate to be able to have even one room lit. Most 
of the time K ropotkin worked by the flicker of a tiny oil lamp that nearly drove 
him blind. During the short hours of the day he would transcribe his notes on 
a typewriter, slowly and painfully pounding out every letter.

However, it was not his own discomfort which sapped his strength. It was 
the thought of the Revolution that had failed, the hardships of Russia, the 
persecutions, the endless ratzrels, which made the last two years of his life a 
deep tragedy. On two occasions he attempted to bring the rulers of Russia to 
their senses: once in protest against the suppression of all non-Communist 
publications; the other time against the barbaric practice of taking hostages...
But the protests had no effect. Thereafter K ropotkin felt that it was useless 

I

to appeal to a government gone mad with power. 
During the two days I spent in the K ropotkin household I learned more 

of his personal life than during all the years that I had known him. Even his 
closest friends were not aware that Peter K ropotkin was an artist and a 
musician of much talent. Among his efforts I discovered a collection of 
drawings of great merit. He loved music passionately and was himself a 
musician of unusual ability. Much of his leisure was spent at the piano. 

And now he lay on his couch, in the little workroom, as if peacefully asleep, 
his face as kindly in death as it had been in life. Thousand of people made 
pilgrimages to the K ropotkin cottage to pay homage to this great son of 
Russia. When his remains were carried to the station to be taken to Moscow, 
the whole population of the village attended the impressive funeral procession 
to express their last affectionate greeting to the man who had lived among 
them as their friend...

I

The funeral was a most impressive sight. It was a unique demonstration 
never witnessed in any other country. Long lines of members of Anarchist 

♦

organizations, labour unions, scientific and literary societies and student 
bodies marched for over two hours from the Labour Temple to the burial 
place, seven versts (nearly five miles) distant. The procession was headed by 
students and children carrying wreaths presented by various organizations. 
Anarchist banners of black and scarlet Socialist emblems floated above the 
multitude. The mile-long procession entirely dispensed with the services of 
the official guardians of the peace. Perfect order was kept by the multitude 
itself spontaneously forming in several rows, while students and workers 
organized a live chain on both sides of the marchers. Passing the Tolstoy
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Museum the cortege paused, and the banners were lowered in honour of the 
memory of another great son of Russia. A  group of Tolstoyans on the steps 
of the Museum rendered Chopin’s Funeral March as an expression of their 
love and reverence for K ropotkin.

The brilliant winter sun was sinking behind the horizon when the remains 
of K ropotkin were lowered into the grave, after speakers of many political 
tendencies had paid the last tribute to their great teacher and comrade.

L-

An Inspiring T eacher

Professor K lasovsky’s first lesson was a revelation to us. He was a small 
man, about fifty years of age, very rapid in his movements, with bright, 
intelligent eyes, a slightly sarcastic expression, and the high forehead 
of a poet. When he came in for his first lesson, he said in a low voice 
that, suffering from a protracted illness, he could not speak loud 
enough, and asked us, therefore, to sit closer to him. He placed his 
chair near the first row of tables, and we clustered round him like a 
swarm of bees.

He was to teach us Russian grammar; but, instead of the dull 
grammar lesson, we heard something quite different from what we 
expected. It was grammar: but here came in a comparison of an old 
Russian folklore expression with a line of Homer or from the Sanskrit 
Mahabharata, the beauty of which was rendered in Russian words; 
there, a verse from Schiller was introduced, and was followed by a 
sarcastic remark about some modem society prejudice; then solid 
grammar again, and then some wide poetical or philosophical gener- 
alization.

Of course, there was much in it that we did not understand, or of 
which we missed the deeper sense. But do not the bewitching powers 
of all studies lie in that they continually open up to us new and 
unsuspected horizons, not yet understood, which entice us to proceed 
farther and farther in the penetration of what appears at first sight only 
in vague outline? Some with their hands placed on one another’s 
shoulders, some leaning across the tables of the first row, others 
standing close behind K lasovsky, we all hung on his lips. As toward 
the end of the hour his voice fell, the more breathlessly we listened. 
The inspector opened the door of the classroom to see how we 
behaved with our new teacher; but on seeing that motionless swarm 
he retired on tiptoe. Even Dauroff, a restless spirit, stared at K lasovsky 
as if to say, ‘That is the sort of man you are?’ Even von K leinau, a 
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hopelessly obtuse Circassian with a German name, sat motionless. In 
most of the others something good and elevated simmered at the 
bottom of their hearts, as if a vision of an unsuspected world was 
opening before them. Upon me K lasovsky had an immense influence, 
which only grew with years. Winkler’s prophecy, that, after all, I might 
like the school, was fulfilled.

In western Europe, and probably in America, this type of teacher 
seems not to be widely spread; but in Russia there is not a man or 
woman of mark, in literature or in political life, who does not owe the 
first impulse toward a higher development to his or her teacher of 
literature. Every school in the world ought to have such a teacher. 
Each teacher in a school has his own subject, and there is no link 
between the different subjects. Only the teacher of literature, guided 
by the general outlines of the programme, but left free to treat it as he 
likes, can bind together the separate historical and humanitarian 
sciences, unify them by a broad philosophical andhumane conception, 
and awaken higher ideas and inspirations in the brains and hearts of 
young people. In Russia, that necessary task falls quite naturally upon 
the teacher of Russian literature. As he speaks of the development of 
the language, of the contents of the early epic poetry, of popular songs 
and music, and, later on, of modem fiction, of the scientific, political, 
and philosophical literature of his own country, and the divers 
aesthetical, political, and philosophical currents it has reflected, he is 
bound to introduce that generalized conception of the development 
of the human mind which lies beyond the scope of each of the subjects 
that are taught separately.

The same thing ought to be done for the natural sciences as well. 
It is not enough to teach physics and chemistry, astronomy and 
meterology, zoology and botany. The philosophy of all the natural 
sciences - a general view of nature as a whole, something on the lines 
of the first volume of Humboldt’s Cosmos - must be conveyed to the 
pupils and the students, whatsoever may be the extension given to the 
study of the natural sciences in the school.

From K ropotkin’s Memoirs of a Revolutionist
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He Renonnces his Scientific Career

Instead of joining an Arctic expedition I was sent out by the 
Geographical Society on a modest tour of Finland and Sweden, to 
explore the glacial deposits; and that journey drifted me in a quite 
different direction.

The Russian Academy of Sciences sent out this summer two of its 
members - the old geologist General Helmersen and Friedrich 
Schmidt, the indefatigable explorer of Siberia - to study the structure 
of those long ridges of drift which are known as asar in Sweden and 
Finland, and as esker, kames, and so on, in the British Isles. The 
Geographical Society sent me to Finland for the same purpose. We 
visited, all three, the beautiful ridge of Pungaharju and then separated. 
I worked hard during this summer. I travelled a great deal in Finland, 
and crossed over to Sweden, where I spend many happy hours in the 
company of A. Nordenskjold. Already then (in 1871) he mentioned 
to me his schemes of reaching the mouths of the Siberian rivers, and 
even the Behring Strait, by the northern route. Returning to Finland 
I continued my researches till late in the autumn, and collected a mass 
of most interesting observations relative to the glaciation of the 
country. But I also thought a great deal during this journey about 
social matters, and these thoughts had a decisive influence upon my 
subsequent development.

All sorts of valuable materials relative to the geography of Russia 
passed through my hands in the Geographical Society, and the idea 
gradually came to me of writing an exhaustive physical geography of 
that immense part of the world. My intention was to give a thorough 
geographical description of the country, basing it upon the main lines 
of the surface structure which I began to disentangle for European 
Russia; and to sketch in that description the different forms of 
economic life which ought to prevail in different physical regions. 
Take, for instance, the wide prairies of Southern Russia, so often 
visited by droughts and failures of crops. These droughts and failures 
must not be treated as accidental calamities: they are as much a 
natural feature of that region as its position on a southern slope, its 
fertility, and the rest; and the whole of the economic life of the 
southern prairies ought to be organized in prevision of the unavoid
able recurrence of periodical droughts. Each region of the Russian 
Empire ought to be treated in the same scientific way, as K arl Ritter 
treated parts of Asia in his beautiful monographs.

But such a work would have required plenty of time and full 
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freedom for the writer, and I often thought how helpful to this end it 
would be were I to occupy some day the position of secretary to the 
Geographical Society. Now, in the autumn of 1871, as I was working 
in Finland, slowly moving on foot toward the sea coast along the newly 
built railway, and closely watching the spot where the first unmistak
able traces of the former extension of the post-glacial sea would 
appear, I received a telegram from the Geographical Society: ‘The 
council begs you to accept the position of secretary to the Society.’ At 
the same time the outgoing secretary strongly urged me to accept the 
proposal.

My hopes were realized. But in the meantime other thoughts and 
other longings had pervaded my mind. I seriously thought over the 
reply, and wired, ‘Most cordial thanks, but cannot accept.’

It often happens that men pull in a certain political, social, or familiar 
harness simply because they never have time to ask themselves 
whether the position they stand in and the work they accomplish are 
right; whether their occupations really suit their inner desires and 
capacities, and give them the satisfaction which everyone has the right 
to expect from his work. Active men are especially liable to find 
themselves in such a position. Every day brings with it a fresh batch 
of work, and a man throws himself into his bed late at night without 
having completed what he expected to have done; then in the morning 
he hurries to the unfinished task of the previous day. L ife goes, and 
there is no time left to think, no time to consider the direction that 
one’s life is taking. So it was with me.

From K ropotkin’s Memoirs of a Revolutionist
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Words of a R ebel
by Peter K ropotkin, translated by George Woodcock

235 pages, Black Rose Books
(distributed by Freedom Press), £ 20.95

K ropotkin has always been easily available in English. His articles and 
pamphlets have appeared and reappeared since 1882; his books were 
published on both sides of the Atlantic from 1887 to 1924, and have 
been reprinted ever since, especially during the revival of interest in 
anarchism since the 1960s. Most of his important writings are 
accessible in several versions, but there has never been a proper 
uniform edition. The ‘Collected Works of Peter K ropotkin’ is an 
ambitious series produced in Canada which attempts for the first time 
to change this situation by bringing together all his major books and 
pamphlets. The first six volumes have been rather imperfect reprints 
of earlier English-language editions of K ropotkin’s books with rather 
imperfect new introductions by George Woodcock - Memoirs of a 
Revolutionist (1989), The Great French Revolution (1989), Mutual Aid 
(1989), The Conquest of Bread (1990), Russian Literature (1991), 
In Russian and French Prisons (1991)- together with the biography by 
George Woodcock and Ivan Avakumovic, From Prince to Rebel 
(1990). They have all been distributed in Britain by the Freedom 
Press and individually reviewed in Freedom. Future volumes will 
include Ethics and F ields, Factories and Workshops, as well as collections 
of shorter writings.

The latest volume is rather different - it is not a reprint but a new 
English translation of Paroles d’un Revolte (Words of a Rebel), 
translated as well as introduced by George Woodcock. Indeed this is 
the first time that this book has appeared in English, so it deserves a 
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warm welcome, even if this has to be qualified for various reasons. 
Words of a Rebelhad an important place in K ropotkin’s career. When 
he escaped from Russia and settled in Western Europe, in 1876, he 
earned his living by contributing to scientific periodicals and ex
pressed his politics by contributing to anarchist periodicals. While he 
was living in Switzerland, at the beginning of 1879, he helped to begin 
a new periodical, Le Revolte (The Rebel), which became the main 
French-language paper in the anarchist movement. While he was 
imprisoned in France, from the end of 1882 to the beginning of 1886, 
a collection of some of his editorial articles appeared as his first 
political book. This was edited by his friend Elisee Reclus and 
published as Paroles d’un Revolte in Paris in 1885.

The book contained nineteen chapters, which were more or less 
extensively revised versions of articles published in Le Revolte during 
its first four years. They included several of K ropotkin’s best-known 
short writings, which had already been and continued to be reprinted 
as pamphlets, such as War, The Paris Commune, Law and Authority, 
Representative Government, Revolutionary Government, The Spirit of 
Revolt, and above all To the Young, which was by far the most widely 
read thing he ever wrote. L ike the pamphlets, the book was very 
successful, and it was reprinted and also translated into many languages 
(five are mentioned here, but there were at least thirteen). English 
translations of several chapters appeared as articles or pamphlets on 
both sides of the Atlantic, and a complete translation was serialised in 
an American paper as early as 1886-1887. But for various reasons no 
book version appeared in English, though some were planned at 
various times from the 1880s to the 1980s. George Woodcock has 
therefore rendered a considerable service by producing this edition, 
at the advanced age of 80. It is true that most of the significant material 
in it has been published in English several times in several forms, but 
it is obviously better to have it all together in one volume.

However, the result is marred by four problems. The first one is 
that the book is available only as a rather expensive hardback. If it sells 
well, it will presumably appear as a cheaper paperback, but otherwise 
another edition may have to be produced by another publisher. A  
second problem is that it is rather badly printed, with a large number 
of careless misprints which should have been or should be corrected. 
Names and dates suffer particularly badly, but the most unfortunate 
error is a reference to ‘the propaganda of the dead’!

A  third problem is that it has been rather badly translated, so that 
the style is not up to to Woodcock’s usual standard. It reads as though
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it had been done by someone else, and the language is sometimes so 
crude as to become a sort of Frenglish. It is true that K ropotkin’s own 
English was pretty clumsy, but his editors usually tidied it up for him, 
and it is a pity that the same service hasn’t been done now.

A  fourth problem is that it has been rather badly edited. For some 
reason Words of a Rebel is treated as a ‘minor’ or ‘transitional’ work, 
and described as K ropotkin’s ‘first book’ and as ‘the product of an 
anarchist agitator rather than a libertarian savant’. But it wasn’t his 
first book - nor did it contain his ‘earliest articles’, as is also claimed. 
He had been writing since childhood, he contributed serious articles 
to the Russian press from the age of nineteen, and he also published 
two scientific books in his early thirties. The articles in Words of a Rebel 
were produced by a mature thinker and speaker and writer in his 
late thirties, after several years of intense political activity, and the 
ideas expressed in them were central to his system right up to the end 
of his life.

The discussion of the background to the book relies almost entirely 
on K ropotkin’s own memoirs and a few other personal memories, and 
doesn’t take account of any of the research in the primary sources - 
from James Guillaume and Max Nettlau to Martin Miller and 
Caroline - Cahm so much relevant material is missed and several 
points are blunted. The discussion of the book itself emphasises the 
split in the first International, though this was completed by the time 
K ropotkin joined the anarchist movement, and the shift in the 
anarchist movement from collectivism to communism, though this is 
hardly discussed in the book. There is only token recognition of the 
fact that K ropotkin wrote the articles as elementary propaganda for a 
popular audience, and no recognition of the fact that he saw them as 
an essential critical preparation for the more constructive programme 
later carried out in the articles written from 1886 to 1892 and 
collected in The Conquest of Bread. There is a critical remark that the 
focus of the book was narrowly French, though K ropotkin himself 
emphasised that the magazine was in French and intended for French 
readers. Thus the context and content of the book are both distorted. 

There are also many careless factual mistakes. For some reason it 
is insisted that none of the chapters in the book were published before 
1880, though a quick look shows that the first two date from March 
and April 1879. One trivial slip takes K ropotkin’s description of the 
compositor of Le Revolte as ‘a L ittle Russian’ (a man from L ittle 
Russia, or Ukraine) to mean ‘a little Russian’ (a small man from 
Russia); he is then described as a ‘White Russian’, causing triple 
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ethnic confusion! More seriously, the chronology of the International 
and of the anarchist organisations and periodicals is muddled, result
ing in a misleading account of the events of the 1870s and 1880s. For 
some reason anarchists are said to have practised propaganda by deed 
in the form of assassination only ‘long after’ the appearance of Words 
of a Rebel, though they had already begun doing so in the wave of 
violence which led to K ropotkin’s arrest and imprisonment before its 
appearance. It is claimed that ‘all of K ropotkin’s books that have 
appeared in English up to the present were in fact originally published 
by commercial houses’, though this immediately follows a reference 
to the Freedom Press edition of Modem Science and Anarchism (1912) 
and ignores several other non-commercial editions including two 
further Freedom Press titles - Kropotkin: Selections from His Writings 
(1942) and Act for Yourselves (1988). It is suggested that Saint-Simon 
invented the slogan, ‘From each according to his means, to each 
according to his needs.’ And so on.

There are other editorial defects. The seven pages of Notes at the 
back are useful but not useful enough, and are spoilt by further 
oddities. The Introduction contains a short quotation from the 
Afterword which K ropotkin wrote for the Russian edition of 1921, but 
the book should surely have included the complete text, as well as 
some of his other additions to later editions. Indeed, going back to the 
beginning, though the book is described as ‘the first complete’ 
translation of Words of a Rebel, it isn’t actually quite complete; some 
short passages have been omitted from the original text, presumably 
by mistake, as well as a couple of long footnotes, presumably on 
purpose.

As a result this pioneering book really isn’t satisfactory. The final 
verdict must be that it is good to have an English edition of Words of 
a Rebel at last, but it is a pity not to have a better one.
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K robotkin’s Federalism 
University of Durham, Department of Russian and Centre for Euro
pean Studies

Lecture series on the 150th anniversary of the birth of Peter K ropotkin, 
11 November 1992

It seems incredible to me, but it is almost fifty years since I became 
acquainted with K ropotkin’s federalism. I was an 18-year-old con
script in Glasgow where open-air political oratory still flourished and 
where in the years of unemployment before the war, speakers and 
debaters had nourished their wits in the Mitchell L ibrary, open every 
day including Sunday. Frank Leech, an ex-miner, was one of several 
anarchist orators on Glasgow Green, and was answering the objec
tions from a Communist questioner who had claimed that anarchism 
envisaged an impossible degree of local autonomy that would make 
ordinary public services like the post office or the railways a chaotic 
muddle, and that every society, however revolutionary, needed a 
strong central authority.

Of course I have forgotten Frank’s words, and I can’t imitate his 
accent, which was an overlay of Glaswegian on that of an Irishman 
from Lancashire, but what he said in effect was,

“It is precisely because we anarchists believe in localism that we 
advocate federalism. The Bolsheviks stole the slogan ‘All Power to the 
Soviets’ and then used it to ensure that the Soviets, or local councils 
or communes, were stripped of every power they had. Our comrade 
K ropotkin pointed out that the postal services and the railway services 
of every country in Europe of every political colour from capitalist 
Britain, Communist Russia to Fascist Italy, co-ordinate their activi
ties with no central postal or railway authority at all.” He talked as 
though K ropotkin was still around and he went on to explain that “If 
you will call at our bookshop in George Street, you can get for
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tuppence a pamphlet by our comrade Camillo Bemeri, who was 
murdered by the Communists in Barcelona in May 1937, about 
K ropotkin’s federalism as one of the basic factors of his anarchist 
ideology.”

I don’t know about his questioner, but I did go to the anarchist 
bookshop in George Street, and I bought the pamphlet Kropotkin: His 
Federalist Ideas by Camillo Bemeri, published in 1942 by Freedom 
Press, the anarchist publishing house founded by K ropotkin and 
Charlotte Wilson in 1886, which survives to this day, and which 
handles, as well as its own editions, all the works of K ropotkin 
available today in the English language.1 Berneri’s essay first appeared 
in Italian in 1922, the year after K ropotkin’s death, and is in print 
today in Italian and French, at least.2

I mention the circumstances of my introduction to anarchist 
federalism because it is important to stress that within my own adult 
lifetime there was not the slightest scholarly or academic interest in 
K ropotkin .His memoirs, now seen as one of  the great autobiographical 
works in the 19th century flowering of Russian literature, had then 
been out of print for decades in Britain and America,3 and the two 
biographies in English were yet to be written.4 None of his other books 
were available, except for the 1939 Pelican edition of Mutual Aid. A  
handful of K ropotkin’s pamphlets were still stocked by Freedom 
Press, and their little 16-page booklet used the 8-point type in which 
Marie Louise Bemeri’s translation of her father’s essay had been 
printed in their wartime journal War Commentary in May 1942. And 
this explains why I was able, on Frank Leech’s recommendation, to 
buy it in an anarchist bookshop in Glasgow in 1943.

Camillo Bemeri was right to stress that while K ropotkin’s feder
alism “is not a systematic theory and cannot be very clearly differen
tiated from that of Proudhon or Bakunin” it is unique in that his 
autobiography “enables us to follow the different phases in the 
development of his federalist thought step by step”. It is also unique 
in that it arises from his personal experience as an army officer and 
geographer in the vast expanses of the Central Asian provinces of the 
Russian Empire as a servant of the Romanov autocracy. The equiva
lent in British terms would be that of an aristocratic young officer of 
the British Raj in Imperial India becoming a propagandist for Mohandas 
Gandhi’s vision of an India of autonomous, self-governing villages. 

The first part of the Memoirs is a description of a privileged 
childhood, told with the same clarity and perception that we find in 
Aksakov, Herzen and Tolstoy. The second is a unique account of life 
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iu the Corps of Pages, as absorbing for K ropotkin’s educational 
reflections as it is for its glimpses of life at court in the early years of 
Alexander II in whom such hopes had been placed with the liberation 
of the serfs in 1861. A  military career seemed inevitable, and with a 
choice of elite regiments open to members of the Corps, young 
K ropotkin opted to serve with the Amur Cossacks in Siberia.

This was thought to be an eccentric or bizarre decision. “Are you 
not afraid to go so far?” the Emperor asked him. “No, I want to work. 
There must be so much to do in Siberia to apply the great reforms that 
are going to be made. ” Then, K ropotkin continues, “he looked straight 
at me; he became pensive; at last he said, ‘Well, go; one can be useful 
everywhere’; and his face took on such an expression of fatigue, such 
a character of complete surrender, that I thought at once, ‘He is a 
used-up man; he is going to give it all up’.”

Then his book opens up into a travel narrative, with sociological 
and political overtones, an account of K ropotkin’s journeys in Siberia 
and in the far Eastern territories recently annexed for the empire by 
Bakunin’s cousin Muraviev-Amurski. Few writers convey so well that 
sense of inhabiting not a country but an immense continent, and it was 
his work there which gained him his reputation as a geographer. His 
theory of the orography of the Asian land-mass - the structure of its 
mountain systems - is the basis of the modem physical geography of 
Asia, and K ropotkin hoped that his work would be of practical use in 
the development of the resources of the region.

What K ropotkin discovered in the Russian Empire was exactly the 
same lesson that was discovered a century later as a result of 
intervention by the rich governments in strategic overseas aid, by the 
World Bank, and by the commercial banks with their investment in 
the poor nations of the southern hemisphere. The good intentions of 
distant administrators were smothered by the bureaucracy, and the 
money was looted as it trickled down, and re-invested in the private 
accounts of the looters, back in Moscow and St. Petersburg. There is 
a precise parallel in the situation today in Africa and Latin America 
where villagers are enduring yet more privations dictated by govern
mental advisers on how to run a market economy, to repay the interest 
on capital borrowings whose benefits never filtered down to them. 

At every stage in this journeys through Transbaikalia, Manchuria 
and K amchatka, K ropotkin learned the same grim truths. Ancient 
traditions of self-help and mutual aid in adversity were being de
stroyed by central power. Camillo Berneri draws attention to his 
observation that:

i
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The higher admiuistratiou of Siberia was iuflueuced by excelleut iuteutious, 
aud I cau ouly repeat that, everythiug cousidered, it was far better, far more 
eulighteued, aud far more iuterested iu the welfare of the people thau the 
admiuistratiou of auy other proviuce of Russia. But it was au admiuistratiou 
- aud that was euough to paralyse all its excelleut iuteutious, euough to make 
it iuterfere with aud kill all the begiuuiugs of local life aud progress. Whatever 
was started for the good of the couutry by local meu was looked at with 
distrust, aud was immediately paralysed by hosts of difficulties which came, 
uot so much from the bad iuteutious of the admiuistrators, but simply from 
the fact that these officials belouged to a pyramidical, ceutralized ad
miuistratiou. The very fact of their belougiug to a goverumeut which radiated 
from a distaut capital caused them to look upou everythiug from the poiut of 
view of fuuctiouaries of the goverumeut, who thiuk first of all about what their 
superiors will say, aud how this or that will appear iu the admiuistrative 
machiuery. The iuterests of the couutry are a secoudary matter.5

Kropotkiu’s observatious of the workiugs of the system, were, for 
him, a practical coufirmatiou iu the field, of the message he had 
absorbed from Gogol’s The Inspector-General aud from samizdat 
versious of his Dead Souls. E lsewhere, Kropotkiu explaiued that “His 
works circulated immeusely iu mauuscript copies. Iu my childhood 
we used to copy the secoud volume of Dead Souls - the whole book 
from begiuuiug to eud, as well as parts of the first volume.”6

But parallel with his kuowledge of the iuefficieucy of ceutral 
admiuistratiou, as Bemeri uotes, were his observatious of the “free 
associatiou of those eugaged iu commou iuterests”. Ouce agaiu, this 
was a coufirmatiou of  his earlier readiug. His cousiu V arvara Dmitrievua 
Drutskaya had iutroduced him towards the eud of 1858 to A lexauder 
Herzeu’s publicatiou The Pole Star, smuggled iuto the couutry, where, 
as Marc Slouim puts it, Herzeu had defeuded the aucieut popular 
commuual iustitutious:

The Russiau people were iuterested iu social chauge because their lives were 
based ou socialistic priuciples: the mir, or rural commuue, aud the artels, or 
co-operatives of artisaus, were the two maiu socialistic fouudatious of the 
Russiau laud. Iu ackuowledgiug the importauce of the mir aud the artel 
Herzeu was followiug the Slavophiles, but with this esseutial differeuce: 
where the Slavophiles saw them as bulwarks of traditiou, couservatiou, aud 
stability, Herzeu discovered au iustiuctive commuuism iu them.’7

And so did Kropotkiu. For him, direct experieuce coufirmed 
theory, aud aucieut commuual iustitutious, together with his readiug 
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of the free cities of the Middle Ages, as well as the 19th ceutury growth 
of the Friendly Societies, the Trade Unions and the Co-operative 
Movement, provided the evidence for his most famous book Mutual 
Aid: A Factor of Evolution.3

It was in Siberia that the exiled poet Mikhailov introduced Kropotkin 
to the work of the paradoxical Freuch auarchist Pierre-Joseph 
Proudhon. The brutal suppression of an attempted escape by Polish 
exiles led Kropotkin and his brother Alexander to resign their com
missious aud to return to St. Petersburg. The fourth part of his 
autobiography describes his studies and geographical work there, his 
expedition to Finland and his first visit to Western Europe, making 
coutact with the socialist and anarchist movements. Once agaiu his 
discovery of his political position was accompauied by a scieutific aud 
a sociological discovery. He advauced what was then a completely 
heretical hypothesis that instead of floating icefields, there had been 
a glacial period iu which much of the coutinent, from the British Isles 
to most of Russia had been covered by a layer of glaciers iu motion - 
a hypothesis which is repeated in every textbook of geology and 
physical geography.

Iu 1872 he made his first visit to Western Europe. The destination 
of the Russian aristocracy was usually Paris, but especially iu the light 
of the repression that followed the Paris Commune of 1871, an event 
of great significauce for Kropotkin as for all other socialists, the 
destination for all Russians of any reforming tendency was Switzer
land, where they could breathe free air at last. In this little couutry, the 
supreme body was the Commune, federating for commou purposes 
iu the Canton, with a purely administrative Federal Council with a 
rotating chair aud a miuimum of power aud authority. For a ceutury 
the Swiss cities were full of young Russians, living on bread, tea and 
talk. For K ropotkin, the earnest reader, it was the opportunity to catch 
up with the ideas of Proudhon and Bakuuiu aud their followers.

Proudhon was a citizen of France, a uuified, ceutralised nation 
state, with the result that he was obliged to flee to Belgium. Iu 1858 
he claimed that the creation of the German Empire would bring only 
trouble to the Germans and to the rest of Europe, and in 1862 he 
pursued his argument into the politics of Italy. First there were factors 
like geology and climate which had shaped local customs and attitudes. 
“Italy,” he claimed, “is federal by the coustitution of her territory; by 
the diversity of her inhabitants; in the nature of her genius; in her 
mores; in her history... And by federation you will make her as many 
times free as you give her independent states.” I don’t have to defend 
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the hyperbole of Proudhon’s language, but he had further objections 
to the agreement between Cavour and Napoleon III to enforce a 
federation on Italy, for he realised that the House of Savoy would 
settle for nothing less than a ceutralised monarchy. Aud beyoud this, 
he profoundly distrusted the liberal anti-clericalism of Mazziui, uot 
through any love of the Papacy, but because he recoguised that 
Mazzini’s slogan For God and the People could be exploited by any 
demagogue who could coutrol the machiuery of a ceutralised state. 
He was almost alone among political theorists to perceive this: 

L iberal today under a liberal government, it will tomorrow become the 
formidable engine of a usurping despot. It is a perpetual temptation to the 
executive power and a threat to the people’s liberties. No rights, individual 
or collective, cau be sure of a future. Centralisation might, then, be called the 
disarming of a nation for the profit of its government...9

Everything we now know about the history of Europe, Asia, Latin 
America or Africa this ceutury supports this perception. Nor does the 
North Americau style of federalism, so lovingly couceived by Thomas 
Jeffersou, dispel this threat. See the way that successive US presideuts 
have manipulated the system. Proudhon’s Canadian translator, Richard 
Veruou, paraphrases his couclusiou thus:

Solicit men’s view in the mass, and they will return stupid, fickle, aud violeut 
answers; solicit their views as members of definite groups with real solidarity 
and a distinctive character, and their answers will be responsible and wise. 
Expose them to the political “lauguage” of mass democracy, which represeuts 
“the people” as unitary and undivided, and minorities as traitors, and they 
will give birth to tyranny. Expose them to the political lauguage of federalism, 
iu whch the people figures as a diversified aggregate of real associations, and 
they will resist tyranny to the end.10

This observation reveals a profound understanding of the psychol
ogy of politics. Proudhou was extrapolating from the evolution of the 
Swiss Confederation, but Europe has other examples. The reputation 
of the Netherlands as a pragmatic tolerant couutry despite its own 
deep divisions is the result of the search for harmouy amoug the 
mediaeval city states of Holland and Zeeland. Diversity, not unity, 
creates a tolerable society. This was one of the important perceptions 
that K ropotkin learned from Proudhon, who had listened in the 1860s 
to the talk of a European coufederation or a United States of Europe. 
Proudhon remarked that “By this they seem to understand nothing 
but an alliance of all the states which preseutly exist in Europe, great 
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aud small, presided over by a permaueut cougress. It is taken for 
granted that each state will retain the form of government that suits 
it best. Now since each state will have votes in the cougress iu 
proportion to its population and territory, the small states in this so- 
called coufederation will soon be incorporated into the large ones....” 

The secoud of Kropotkin’s anarchist mentors claimed his attention, 
and ours for a variety of reasons. They never actually met, but 
Bakuuiu’s iuflueuce was strong among the friends K ropotkin made in 
the Jura Federation of the First International, with its strongly 
autonomist and anti-ceutralist character.11 Bakuuiu was almost alone 
among 19th ceutury political thinkers in foreseeing the horrors of the 
clash of modem 20th ceutury nation states in the first and secoud 
World Wars, as well as iu predicting the destiny of ceutralising 
Marxism in the Russian Empire. In 1867 Prussia and France seemed 
to be poised for a war about which empire should coutrol Luxem
bourg and this, through the network of interests and alliances, 
“threatened to engulf all Europe”. A  League for Peace aud Freedom 
held its cougress iu Geueva, spousored by promiueut people from 
various couutries, like Giuseppe Garibaldi, V ictor Hugo and John 
Stuart Mill. Bakuuiu seized the opportunity to address this audience, 
aud published his opiuious uuder the title Federalisme, Socialisme et 
Anti-Theologisme. This documeut set out thirteen points on which, 
accordiug to Bakuuiu, the Geneva Congress was unanimous.

The first of these proclaimed, “That in order to achieve the triumph 
of liberty, justice aud peace iu the international relations of Europe, 
and to render civil war impossible amoug the various peoples which 
make up the European family, only a single course lies opeu: to 
coustitute the United States of Europe” His secoud poiut argued that 
this aim implied that states must be replaced by regious, for it 
observed “that the formation of these States of Europe cau uever come 
about between the States as coustituted at present, in view of the 
monstrous disparity which exists between their various powers”. His 
fourth point claimed “that not even if it called itself a republic could 
auy ceutralised, bureaucratic aud by the same token militarist State 
enter seriously and genuinely into an international federation. By 
virtue of its coustitution, which will always be au explicit or implicit 
denial of domestic liberty, it would necessarily imply a declaration 
of permanent war and a threat to the existence of ueighbouriug 
couutries.” Consequently his fifth point demanded “That all the 
supporters of the League should therefore bend all their energies 
towards the recoustruction of their various couutries, in order to 
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replace the old orgauisation fouuded throughout upou violeuce aud 
the priuciple of authority by a uew orgauisation based solely upou the 
iuterests, ueeds aud iucliuations of the populace, aud owuiug uo 
priuciple other than that of the free federation of iudividuals iuto 
commuues, commuues iuto proviuces, proviuces iuto uations, aud 
the latter iuto the Uuited States, first of Europe, then of the whole 
world.”

The visiou thus became bigger aud bigger, but Bakuuiu was careful 
to iuclude the acceptance of secessiou. His eighth poiut declared that 
“just because a regiou has formed part of a State, eveu by voluutary 
accessiou, it by uo meaus follows that it iucurs auy obligation to 
remaiu tied to it for ever. No obligation iu perpetuity is acceptable to 
humau justice... The right of free uuiou aud equally free secessiou 
comes first aud foremost amoug all political rights; without it, 
coufederation would be uothing but ceutralisation iu disguise.”12

Bakuuiu refers admiriugly to the Swiss Coufederation, “practising 
federation so successfully today”, as he put it, aud Proudhou too, 
explicitly took as a model the Swiss supremacy of the commune as the 
uuit of social orgauisation, liuked by the canton, with a purely 
admiuistrative federal council. But both remembered the eveuts of 
1848, wheu the Sonderbund of secessiouist cautons were compelled by 
war to accept the uew coustitution of the majority. So Proudhou aud 
Bakuuiu were agreed iu coudemuiug the subversiou of federalism by 
the uuitary priuciple. Iu other words there must be a right of secessiou. 

Ouce agaiu, direct experieuce reiuforced the message Kropotkin 
had learued from his eager readiug. He was urged to visit Souvilier, iu 
a valley of the Jura hills, where the watch-case makers iu their home 
workshops had liuked with the workers of the Neuchatel area to form 
the Jura Federation. Oue of the watch-case makers, Adhemar 
Schwitzguebel, with whom Kropotkin was later closely associated, 
took him iuto this uest of precisiou iudustry, combiued with food
production. It was the turning-point iu his life, beautifully described 
iu his autobiography, though for brevity, I will read you the accouut 
by oue of his biographers, Martin Miller:

Kropotkin’s meetings aud talks with the workers ou their jobs revealed the 
kiud of spoutaneous freedom without authority or direction from above that 
he had dreamed about. Isolated aud self-sufficieut, the Jura watchmakers 
impressed Kropotkin as au example that could transform society if such a 
commuuity were allowed to develop ou a large scale. There was uo doubt iu 
his miud that this commuuity would work because it was uot a matter of 
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imposiug au artificial ‘system’ such as Muraviov had attempted iu Siberia but 
of permitting the uatural activity of the workers to fuuction accordiug to their 
owu iuterests. He was further impressed iu Souvilier by the prevailiug 
iuflueuce of Bakuuiu, whose uame was iuvoked more as a moral iuflueuce 
than as au iutellectual authority. A ll of these observations brought Kropotkin 
to the poiut of disrespecting all authority aud uucritically worshippiug the 
dowutrodden masses. It is at this juucture that he dates his couversiou: “I 
became au auarchist”.13

Martin Miller cites the recollection of the Swiss auarchist James 
Guillaume, that iu Neuchatel he told him that he plauued to learu a 
trade, become a worker aud make propagauda for the Iuternational, 
aud that realisiug the impractical uature of this plau,

I dissuaded him. I poiuted out to him that it would be too difficult for the 
Swiss workers to accept a Russiau priuce as a true comrade; that his 
propagauda would be more effective if it were carried out iu Russia amoug 
his compatriots. He kuew their ueeds aud could speak to them iu the lauguage 
most appropriate to their special couditions... He recoguised that I was right 
aud he said to me: “I will return to Russia”.14

Kropotkin did return to Russia, was iuvolved iu uudergrouud 
agitation, was imprisoued like so mauy of his precursors iu the Peter- 
Paul Fortress, made a dramatic escape to Britain, laudiug at Hull aud 
moviug ou to Ediuburgh. He resolved that, ouce he had obtained 
some kiud of lasting work iu geographical writing, he would return to 
Switzerland aud joiu the Jura Federation of the Iuternational 
Workiugmeu’s Association. This he did, while his wife Sofia earued a 
B.Sc. at the Uuiversity of Geueva. But his defeuce of the assassius of 
A lexauder II was too much, eveu for the Swiss Federal Couucil, aud he 
was expelled from that couutry. After his imprisoumeut iu Frauce, au 
episode that led to his book In Russian and French Prisons aud to several 
outstanding essays ou crime aud puuishmeut15, Kropotkin settled iu 
the Loudou suburbs, first iu Harrow, aud then at V iola Cottage, 
Bromley, Keut, before moviug to Brighton for the sake of his health. 
Iu hisEuglishyears Kropotkin wrote coutinually for the auarchist press 
iu Euglish, Freuch aud Russiau, for scieutific jouruals aud for The 
Nineteenth Century) iu which several of his books were serialised. With 
theoutbreakoftheFirstWorld War, his support for the A llies alieuated 
himfromtheanarchistmovement For the first time for over forty years 
the official Russiau press was opeu to him aud his call for Russiaus of 
every political view to joiu forces agaiust Germau aggressiou.
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“The old fool must have completely lost his miud,” wrote Stalin to 
Leuiu, aud the opeuiug pages of Solzheuitsyn’s August 1914 evoke the 
coufusiou that this political about-turn brought to ordiuary obscure 
sympathisers iuside Russia. With the February Revolution aud the 
abdication of the Tsar, Peter aud Sofia Kropotkin, at the ages of 74 
aud 60, begau packiug for their return. He preseuted his desk, which 
had formerly belouged to Richard Cobdeu, to the Brighton Trades 
aud Labour Club, aud you cau sit at it today at the National Labour 
Museum iu Mauchester. Eveu wheu faced with the realities of 
revolutionary Russia, Kropotkin weut ou advocating the coutinuance 
of the war, aud was as surprised as auyoue else by the success of the 
Bolshevik coup iu October 1917. He settled at Dmitrov, forty miles 
from Moscow, aud gradually re-established coutact with auarchists, 
both guerrilla activists like Makhuo aud returning exiles. They were 
shocked by the privations uuder which the Kropotkins were liviug, to 
which they replied that their situation was uo worse than auyoue 
else’s.
The fragmeuts from 1920, the last year of Kropotkin’s life, like his 

two letters to Leuiu, are full of iuterest iu the light of the subsequeut 
history of the Soviet Uuiou. He died ou 8 February, 1921. Ou 10 Juue, 
1920, with the visit to Russia of the British Labour Delegation, he 
eutrusted to Margaret Boudfield (later the first womau cabiuet 
miuister iu Britain) his “Message to the Workers of the West”, which 
he had dated April 28, 1919, aud iu the same year the Bolshevik 
goverumeut put a railway coach at the disposal of the Euglish Labour 
politician George Lausbury, iu his capacity as editor of the Daily 
Heralp, to visit Kropotkin. Lausbury was a widely respected pacifist 
socialist who later became leader of the Labour Party. He brought 
with him au Americau jourualist, Griffiu Barry (who, just for the sake 
of historical coutinuity, I’ll meution was my wife Harriet’s father), aud 
iu the capacity of translators (although of course Kropotkin spoke 
Euglish) two famous Russo-Americau auarchists, Emma Goldmau %
aud A lexauder Berkmau, who had beeu deported from the Uuited 
States ou the orders of A ttorney-General Palmer.

Kropotkin’s “Message to the Workers of the West” was his fiual 
affirmation of the federal priuciple, aud is of great iuterest iu the light 
of the disiutegration of the Soviet Uuiou seveuty years later:

The state of war has beeu au excuse for strengthening the dictatorial methods 
of the Party, as well as its tendency to ceutralise every detail of life iu the hauds 
of the Goverumeut; with the result that immeuse brauches of the usual 
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activities of the uation have beeu brought to a standstill. The uatural evils of 
State Commuuism are thus iucreased tenfold uuder the excuse that all the 
misfortunes of our life are due to the iutervention of the foreiguers... A  
reuewal of relations betweeu the Europeau aud Americau uations aud Russia 
certainly must uot meau the admissiou of a supremacy of the Russiau uation 
over those uationalities of which the Empire of the Russiau Tsars was 
composed. Imperial Russia is dead aud will uot return to life. The future of %
the various Proviuces of which the Empire was composed lies iu the direction 
of a great Federation. The uatural territories of the differeut parts of that 
Federation are quite distinct for those of us who are acquaiuted with the 
history of Russia, its ethnography aud its ecouomic life; aud all attempts to 
briug the coustituent parts of the Russiau Empire - Fiulaud, the Baltic 
Proviuces, L ithuania, the Ukraiue, Georgia, Armeuia, Siberia aud so ou - 
uuder oue ceutral rule are surely doomed to failure. The future of what was 
the Russiau Empire is iu the direction of a Federation of iudepeudeut uuits. 

Well, of course, seveuty years ou, we cau see the relevauce of this, 
but what we actually see is a muddy, aud sometimes bloody, re
assertion of uational seutiment, uot ouly iu the old Russiau Empire, 
but iu the Europeau uations auuexed by Stalin’s empire. Kropotkin 
weut ou to say that “I see the comiug iu the uear future of a time wheu 
every portion of that Federation will itself be a federation of free rural 
commuues aud free cities; aud I still believe that portions of Western 
Europe will soou take the lead iu that direction.”16

Here, with his iucorrigible optimism, he was foreshadowiug that 
faction iu Europeau politics who argue for a Europe of the Regious 
aud meau by the word ‘Subsidiarity’, uot the iuterpretation that it 
meaus fiual decisious by uational goverumeuts, but the defiuition 
adopted by the Couucil of Europe which sought iu its Charter for Local 
Self-Government, “to formalise commitment to the priuciple that 
goverumeut fuuctions should be carried out at the lowest level 
possible aud ouly transferred to higher goverumeut by couseut.”17

Anarchists like me are uot really comfortable iu the climate of the 
curreut debate, partly because we deplore the exploitation of primi
tive uational aud religious separatism aud partly because we uote how 
the ecouomic power of iuternational fiuauce-capitalism remaius 
uuchalleuged. Proudhou, Kropotkin’s precursor, had argued 130 
years ago that a federal Europe was “impossible to realize amoug great 
powers with uuitary coustitutions”, aud a ceutury later, the ecouomist 
Leopold Kohr (Austrian by birth, British by uationality, Welsh by 
choice), who also describes himself as au auarchist, published his 
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book The Breakpown of Nations, glorifyiug the virtues of small-scale 
societies aud arguiug, ouce agaiu, that Europe’s problems arise from 
the existence of the uation state. Praisiug, like Proudhou, Bakuuiu 
aud Kropotkin, the theoretical virtues of the Swiss Coufederation, he 
claimed, with the use of maps, that “Europe’s problem - as that of auy 
federation - is oue of divisiou, uot of uuiou”.18 Perhaps we should be 
cheered by the uews iu July 1992 that followiug the decisiou by the 
Federal Couucil of the Helvetian Coufederation to apply for member
ship of the Europeau Commuuity, oue of its members, Audreas 
Gross, described as “a cycle-ridiug, uou-suit-weariug socialist federal 
couucillor who works for the Iustitute of Direct Democracy” has 
iuitiated a campaigu for the Eurotopian Movemeut, dedicated, uot to 
the Europeauisation of Switzerland, but to the Switzerisation of 
Europe.

Kropotkin, as au auarchist, had, of course, au eveu wider aim. He 
sought au eveu more direct democracy than Federal Couucillor 
Gross. He saw both the state aud muuicipal apparatus beiug super- 
ceded by voluutary associations aud societies. “Every day,” he wrote 
iu 1887, “uew societies are formed, while every year the old oues 
aggregate together iuto larger uuits, federate across the uational 
froutiers, aud cooperate iu some commou work. ” Drawiug from direct 
observation from the days wheu he aud Sofia lived iu the village of 
Clareus iu the hills above Lake Lemau, iu “a small cottage overlookiug 
the blue waters of the lake, with the pure suow of the Deut du Midi 
iu the backgrouud,” he observed that

The most striking feature of these uumberless free growths is that they 
coutinually eucroach ou what was formerly the domaiu of the State or the 
Muuicipality. A  householder iu a Swiss village ou the bauks of Lake Lemau 
belougs uow to, at least, a dozeu differeut societies which supply him with 
what is cousidered elsewhere as a fuuction of the muuicipal goverumeut. Free 
federation of iudepeudeut commuues for temporary or permaueut purposes 
lies at the very bottom of Swiss life, aud to these federations mauy a part of 
Switzerland is iudebted for its roads aud fouutains, its rich viueyards, well- 
kept forests, aud meadows which the foreiguer admires. Aud besides these 
small societies, substituting themselves for the State within some limited 
sphere, do we uot see other societies doiug the same ou a much wider scale?19 

Iu Geueva iu 1879, he had started, together with two workiug meu, 
Fraucois Dumartheray aud George Herzig, the jourual Le Revolte, aud 
there, iu the issue for the 15th of May, 1880, he set out his visiou of 
the federal society that would surge out of the ruius of the State:
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For the burghers of the middle ages the Commuue was au isolated state, 
clearly separated from others by its froutiers. For us, ‘Commuue’ uo louger 
meaus a territorial agglomeration; it is rather, a geueric uame, a syuouym for 
the groupiug of equals which kuows ueither froutiers uor walls. The social 
Commuue will soou cease to be a clearly defiued eutity. Each group iu the 
Commuue will uecessarily be drawu towards similar groups iu other com
muues; they will come together aud the liuks that federate them will be as solid 
as those that attach them to their fellow citizens, aud iu this way there will 
emerge a Commuue of iuterests whose members are scattered iu a thousand 
towus aud villages. Each iudividual will fiud the full satisfaction of his ueeds 
ouly by groupiug with other iudividuals who have the same tastes but iuhabit 
a huudred other commuues.

Today already free societies are begiuuiug to opeu up au immeuse field of 
humau activity. It is uo louger merely to satisfy scieutific, literary or artistic 
iuterests that humauity coustitutes its societies. It is uo louger merely to 
pursue the class struggle that meu euter iuto leagues.

Oue would have difficulty uowadays fiudiug oue of the multiple aud varied 
mauifestations of humau activity that is uot already represeuted by freely 
coustituted societies, aud their uumber keeps growiug uuceasiugly, each day 
iuvadiug uew fields of action, eveu amoug those that were ouce cousidered 
the preserve of the State. L iterature, the arts, scieuces, museums, far off 
euterprises, polar expeditions, eveu territorial defeuce agaiust aggressors, 
care for the wouuded, aud the very courts of law: everywhere we see persoual 
iuitiative emergiug aud assumiug the form of free societies. This is the 
tendency, the distinctive trait of the secoud half of the 19th ceutury.20

Several things strike us about Kropotkin’s affirmation from over 
a ceutury ago. The first is his uujustified optimism. The social 
pheuomeua he observed were not the distinctive trait of the secoud 
half of the 19th ceutury, aud they are certainly not those of the secoud 
half of the 20th ceutury. The collapse of the Russiau Empire has uot 
beeu replaced by the free associations he euvisaged, aud uor was the 
dissolution of the empires of the other imperialist goverumeuts, aud 
uor was that of the artificially created Federal Republic of Y ugoslavia. 
The right-wiug libertarians who have iuflueuced British goverumeuts 
siuce 1979, iu deliveriug state-owued mouopoly public services iuto 
private hauds, aud aim to free us from the state iu everything from 
parcel post to prisous, have very little iu commou with left-wiug 
libertarians like Kropotkin.

L ike the rest of progressive opiuiou iu his day aud ours, he 
overestimated the ease with which his fellow-humaus could outgrow 
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tribal, ethnic aud religious loyalties. But the passage I have just quoted 
reveals uuique iusights. Who else, iu his day, auticipated the ‘global 
village’ iu which you aud I as members of the commuuity of scholars 
automatically live, without eveu thinking about it? The same thing 
is true of the commuuity of gardeuers, advocates of wiud-power 
electricity geueration, or couutry-and-westem music euthusiasts. 
Y et, just because they hadu’t made Kropotkin’s imagiuative leap, 
there were solemu debates iu the post-war decades betweeu rival 
advocates iu the world of sociology aud towu-plauuiug about the 
relative merits of commuuities of interest aud commuuities of propin
quity. We all, automatically, beloug to both.

Similarly, while every variety of socialists, from the Fabiaus to the 
Marxists, put their trust iu the couquest of state power iu order to 
iutroduce goverumeutal socialism of the Soviet, the Scaudiuaviau 
variety, or the kiud euvisaged by the post-war Labour goverumeut iu 
Britain, all of them discredited iu the popular miud by the eud of our 
owu ceutury, Kropotkin was waruiug us that we will be compelled to 
fiud uew forms of orgauisation for the social fuuctions that the state 
fulfills through the bureaucracy, aud “that as loug as this is uot doue, 
uothing will be doue”.21

I dou’t think that, compariug his federalist hopes with actual 
historical evolution, we cau afford to couclude that he was wroug. 
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George Crowder

Freedom and Order in 
Nineteenth-Century Anarchism

The claim that auarchism is a purely utopiau doctriue, that the 
auarchist society exists aud cau exist ‘uowhere’, is ofteu preseuted as 
a defeuce of social order. V ulgar miscouceptiou equates auarchism 
with ‘auarchy’, iu ordiuary usage the opposite of order; by exteusiou 
‘auarchism’ is assumed to be the advocacy of social disorder, the 
overthrow of all rules goveruiug couduct. From Proudhou ouwards 
auarchistshaverepliedthatauarchism,thesocialaud political doctriue, 
implies the abseuce uot of rule or priuciple but of a ruler.1 What 
auarchists seek is the overthrowu uot of all social order, but ouly of 
that corrupt order imposed ou people by goverumeut. But if it is 
simply false that auarchists seek disorder as a deliberate eud, a more 
sophisticated objectiou alleges that disorder is iu auy case the logical 
outcome of euds it does seek. For auarchists are kuowu to be 
committed to au extreme, iudeed uutrammelled, iudividual freedom. 
How is order possible wheu there is uothiug to stop people doiug 
exactly as they like? From the auarchist iusisteuce that a society is 
couceivable iu which the freedom they promote will be compatible 
with a more harmouious society thau auy hitherto experieuced arises 
the charge of utopiauism. The auarchist visiou, eucapsulated iu 
Proudhou’s dictum that liberty is “the mother of order” appears 
hopelessly remote aud uurealistic, if uot logically iucohereut.2 Y et 
auarchists have characteristically deuied that their views are utopiau, 
seeiug themselves as propoueuts of a tough-miuded, iudeed iu some 
cases rigorously ‘scieutific’, social aud political theory. How cau they 
justify this self-image, especially iu view of the appareut couflict 
betweeu their soariug aspiratiou to freedom aud the baual uecessity 
for some system of social order?

The chief aim of this paper is to recoustruct iu broad outliue the 
auswer to this questiou that is giveu or implied by what may be called 
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the classic uiueteeuth-ceutury traditiou of auarchism. I shall focus ou 
the work of the traditiou’s leadiug expoueuts, uamely Godwiu, 
Proudhou, Bakuuiu aud K ropotkiu. (For the sake of brevity, I shall 
refer to these writers as ‘the auarchists’, although I do uot wish to 
imply that other thiukers have uot belouged to wholly or partly 
differeut auarchist traditious.) My ceutral claim is that the widespread 
prejudice agaiust auarchism as uugrouuded utopiauism rests iu large 
partouamisuuderstaudiugofthecouceptiou of freedom the auarchists 
hold as au ideal. Ouce that couceptiou is properly uuderstood, their 
claimed recouciliatiou of freedom aud order is more plausible thau 
is ofteu supposed giveu the basic assumptious they share with 
mauy oftheircoutemporaries. Ou this grouud they oughttobe acquitted 
of utopiauism. Iu additiou I shall poiut to two particular respects 
iu which the auarchist diverge from the characteristic teudeucies of 
utopiau thought, uamely their visiou of the desirable society as 
less theu perfect, aud their relatively plausible accouut of how 
that society is to be attaiued. Not wishiug to raise hopes or fears 
uuduly, however, I give advauce waruiug that my thesis is uot wholly 
favourable to the auarchists. Although their views ou freedom aud 
order have beeu rejected for the wroug reasous, my reiuterpretatiou 
suggests that those views must be rejected iu the eud for a differeut 
set of reasous. By way of couclusiou I shall briefly cousider the 
implicatious of this aualysis for coutemporary auarchism. The iuter
pretatiou offered here does uot aim at compreheusiveuess. Eveu some 
very promiueut uiueteeuth-ceutury auarchist themes, for example 
agrariau romauticism aud revolutiouary violeuce, will uot be dis
cussed. I do uot iuteud by this omissiou to deuy the rich, aud iu some 
places coufused, uature of uiueteeuth-ceutury auarchist thought; 
merely to siugle out a particular liue of argumeut that is perhaps its 
most fuudameutal aud cohereut theoretical basis.

I

Before begiuuiug the argumeut proper, we cau dispose immediately 
of a facile solutiou to the problem of stateless order that is ofteu 
attributed to the auarchists but which is ueither a fair statemeut of the 
positiou they take uor cousisteut with it. This is the assumptiou that 
social harmouy will emerge automatically upou the abolitiou of the 
state, simply because humau uature is uaturally virtuous.3 Ouce the 
corruptiug iuflueuce of goverumeut is removed, so the auarchist 
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argumeut is supposed to ruu, mau’s fuudameutal moral iutegrity will 
reassert itself aud promote harmouious social relatious. Iu fact the 
auarchists’ view cauuot be subsumed uuder such a crude claim. 
Certaiuly they believe that the state is the maiu impedimeut to the 
realisatiou of mau’s moral poteutial aud that its abolitiou is therefore 
au esseutial couditiou of that realisatiou, but uoue of them would 
claim that the defeat of the state of itself guarautees the attaiumeut of 
the eud they seek. That eud would be attaiued ouly through further 
effort ou the part of iudividuals to compreheud aud follow the moral 
law for themselves. I shall returu to this poiut later. The auarchists, 
moreover, coulp uot hold the crude ‘uatural gooduess’ accouut of 
order because it is iucousisteut with some of the most importaut 
compoueuts of their theory. They are obliged to coucede that humau 
uature is uot wholly good, because ouly theu could they accouut for 
the appearauce of goverumeuts iu the first place. It is because there 
is a uative teudeucy iu humau beiugs to abuse power over others that 
the auarchists iusist that uo oue is virtuous euough to be eutrusted 
with political office. “Far from liviug iu a world of visious aud 
imagiuiug meu better thau they are”, writes K ropotkiu, “we see them 
as they are; aud that is why we affirm that the best of meu is made 
esseutially bad by the exercise of authority.”4

A  prelimiuary orieutatiou of my argumeuty may uow be attempted 
iu terms of the familiar distiuctiou betweeu ‘uegative’ aud ‘positive’ 
liberty.5 Mauy differeut versious of this distiuctiou have beeu ad
vauced; I shall use the followiug model, which is iu liue with the classic 
uiueteeuth-ceutury formulatiou that desceuds from Hegel aud, 
probably adopted from him, reappears iu Bakuuiu.6 All statemeuts of 
the form ‘X  is free’ cau be uuderstood to meau that there is uo 
coustraiut ou some activity willed by a subject X . The crux of the 
uegative-positive distiuctiou is the subject-variable X . Negative 
liberty is the freedom of the ‘empirical’ subject, the iudividual persou 
as we fiud him or her, ideutified by all the desires aud wishes he or she 
might have. Roughly speakiug, I am uegatively free if I am uot 
preveuted from doiug whatever I might waut to do. Positive liberty, 
ou the other haud, is the freedom of the ‘autheutic’ persou; of the 
‘true’ or ‘real’ self, or that part of the iudividual’s persouality with 
which he or she is most closely ideutified. I am free iu the positive seuse 
to the exteut that my autheutic self is uot uuder some coustraiut. What 
exactly is to be takeu as autheutic to the persouality is a questiou that 
has received mauy differeut auswers, oue of which I shall outliue 
preseutly.
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Several commeutators have assumed that the uiueteeuth-ceutury 
auarchists couceive of freedom iu a purely ‘uegative’ seuse.7 This 
assumptiou is uatural euough siuce it accords with the popular 
couceptiou of auarchism as freedom from all restraiut. The idea of 
uegative liberty - of uot beiug preveuted from doiug whatever I might 
like to do - is commouly associated with the uotiou of a persoual area 
of uou-iuterfereuce, asserted iu particular agaiust the state. It might 
seem reasouable to thiuk of auarchism as a doctriue which urged the 
extreme exteusiou of such spheres of persoual iudepeudeuce.

However, while this sort of freedom does iudeed matter to the 
auarchists, it is a mistake to suppose that their thought cau be 
adequately explaiued iu these terms aloue. The trouble with the 
popular impressiou of the auarchist idea, aud also with mauy scholarly 
accouuts, is that they ueglect the crucial moral dimeusiou of the 
auarchist coucept aud of the doctriue iu which it is fouud. The 
auarchists do uot characterise the good society as oue iu which people 
merely act as they please, uor eveu, as Alau Ritter has suggested, as 
oue iu which people are directed by a demaudiug but purely opeu- 
euded ratiouality.8 Rather they maiutaiu that the good society is a 
moral order iu which freedom implies virtue as part of its meauiug. 
A  careful examiuatiou of the texts reveals that the kiud of freedom 
most valued by the auarchists, iudeed valued above all else, is uot 
a uegative but a positive couceptiou of freedom, the freedom of the 
true or autheutic self. Rather thau a liceuce to do as I like, iudulgiug 
iu whatever desires I might happeu to have, the kiud of liberty 
advocated by the auarchists is the freedom to act iu accordauce with 
my real will, with that part of my persouality which ideutifies me most 
fuudameutally, aud this is to be uuderstood as my moral self, as that 
part of my persouality that wills morally right actiou. I am free, for the 
auarchists, to the exteut that I am virtuous; to the exteut, that is, that 
I goveru myself iu accordauce with moral rules. Such a couceptiou of 
freedom is, of course, by uo meaus peculiar to the auarchists, but has 
a loug history reachiug back to the Greeks. I shall refer to this idea as 
‘moral self-directiou’.

Godwiu, for example distiuguishes betweeu “uatural” aud “moral” 
iudepeudeuce, respectively valuable aud harmful kiuds of freedom.9 
The latter cousists iu a refusal to ackuowledge the coustraiuts of moral 
duty, a refusal arisiug from the desire of “the preseut race of maukiud 
... to act as they please, without beiug accouutable to the priuciples of 
reasou”. The priuciples of reasou are for Godwiu moral priuciples; to 
be directed by oue’s ratiouality, the autheutic part of the persouality 
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(iu his phrase to exercise “private judgemeut”), is to employ oue’s 
reasou vigorously iu search of truth, which ultimately has a moral 
character. The kiud of freedom that is Godwiu’s ideal is uot ouly 
ratioual but moral self-directiou. Similarly Proudhou castigates “the 
freedom to do auythiug that is disagreeable to auyoue else”.10 “The 
freedom of which we have reasou to be proud,” he writes, “does uot 
cousist iu liberatiou from the laws of truth aud justice; quite ou the 
coutrary it grows iu the measure to which we come closer to justice aud 
truth”.11 Bakuuiu explicitly recoguises iu the idea of freedom a 
“positive” as well as a “uegative” aspect, giviug these terms esseutially 
the same meauiug as that outliued above, uamely autheutic self
directiou ou the oue haud aud uou-iuterfereuce ou the other.12 Agaiu 
it is the positive idea that occupies him for the most part, aud this 
requires obedieuce to self-imposed “uatural laws” of morality: “the 
liberty of mau cousists solely iu this: that he obeys uatural laws 
because he has himself recoguised them as such...”13 K ropotkiu’s view, 
although uot so explicit, is esseutially the same, focusiug upou a 
distiuctiou betweeu desirable aud uudesirable forms of iudividualism. 
While the latter merely expresses the ruthless egoism of Stimer aud 
Nietzsche or the debased “law of miudiug oue’s owu busiuess” 
celebrated by Americau aud Euglish libertariaus like Tucker, Spoouer 
aud Herbert Speucer, the former is obedieut to the moral law of 
solidarity aud mutual aid that is fouud iu uature.14

There is, theu, clear evideuce ou the face of the texts that the 
auarchists possess a couceptiou of freedom as moral self-directiou. 
However, oue should iu geueral beware of acceptiug isolated quotatious 
as couclusive of auarchist iuteutious, aud this is especially true wheu 
the subject is freedom. The auarchists also speak of freedom or liberty 
iu other seuses, aud mauy of these have beeu seized ou at oue time or 
auother as represeutiug the ceutral auarchist coucept. The questiou 
to ask is, what role does a giveu couceptiou play iu the overall theory? 
The uotiou of freedom we are iuterested iu here is that which is upheld 
by the auarchists as au especially importaut value, aud I shall try to 
show how moral self-directiou has that status. Too ofteu what is 
ideutified by a commeutator as the ideal auarchist freedom turus out 
ou closer iuspectiou to be uo more thau au iustrumeutal value or eveu 
a uotiou of liberty that the auarchist writer actually rejects - the 
auarchists geuerally regard uegative couceptious of liberty as falliug 
withiu oue of these two categories. But siuce I do uot have time to 
show this here, I shall merely advauce my readiug as au alteruative to 
its rivals, aud suggest that it be accepted to the exteut that it offers a 
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persuasive explauatiou of the auarchist case. This at auy rate is a better 
test of iuterpretatiou thau the mere citatiou of passages takeu out of 
coutext.

The followiug review of the the auarchists’ argumeuts iu terms of 
freedom will proceed iu two stages, each of which focuses upou a 
particular facet of their couceptiou of moral self-directiou. First, the 
auarchists’ case agaiust the state cau be examiued by way of their 
couceptiou of the couteut of the moral rules that the free mau must 
follow. Secoudly, their coustructive accouut of order iu the desirable 
stateless society is illumiuated by lookiug at their explauatiou of the 
procedure by which the moral law is kuowu.

II

All of the auarchists assume that there is au objective moral law, but 
they give varyiug accouuts of the kiud of couduct aud the kiud of social 
arraugemeuts it requires. Godwiu is au avowed utilitariau who 
commeuds the pleasures of beuevoleuce, while Proudhou rejects 
uucompeusated assistauce iu favour of strict reciprocity.15 Both give 
a ceutral place iu the pictures they draw of the good society to aspects 
of self-sufficieucy.16 Bakuuiu aud K ropotkiu, ou the other haud, 
both teud to emphasise the cultivatiou of seutimeuts of sympathy 
aud brotherhood as a basis for au iuterdepeudeut aud solidaristic 
commuuity - although they differ somewhat over the criteria ou which 
such a commuuity will distribute property.17

All four are agreed ou oue poiut, however, which is that moral self
directiou is itself eujoiued by the moral law, iudeed is the highest value 
of all. The argumeut they adduce iu support of this claim is very much 
like that of Rousseau iu the Social Contract (irouically a work the 
auarchists profess to despise), uamely that freedom iu this seuse is “the 
quality of mau”, the distiuguishiug feature of a fully-developed humau 
beiug.18 Thus for Godwiu, “by as mauy iustauces as I act coutrary to 
the uubiassed dictate of my owu judgemeut, by so much I abdicate the 
most valuable part of the character of mau”.19 Proudhou virtually 
reproduces Rousseau wheu he writes, “to reuouuce liberty is to 
reuouuce the uature of mau: after that, how could we perform the acts 
of mau?”20 Bakuuiu regards freedom iu the relevaut seuse as “the 
absolute couditiou of all that we admire aud respect iu humauity”, aud 
“the last phase aud supreme goal of all humau developmeut”.21 For 
K ropotkiu iudividual liberty is “the most valuable of all couquests”.
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We can be sure it will be attained eventually “just as we are persuaded 
beforehand that a child will one day walk on its two feet and not on 
all fours, simply because it is bom of parents who belong to the genus 
Aowo”22 It is because the anarchists conceive of the most valuable 
freedom as moral self-direction that they are able to use the Rousseauian 
argument to exhibit it as the most valuable possession of all. It is hard 
to see how such a claim could be made for freedom in the purely 
negative sense.

The commitment to moral self-direction is the major premise of 
the anarchists’ chief line of argument against the state. The minor 
premise is that the state tends of its nature to destroy freedom in this 
sense.23 It does this in three principal ways. The most obvious is the 
enforcement of its commands through the exercise of brute force or 
coercion. More often than not this will amount to the individual’s 
being forced to act wrongly, since the ignorance and corruption of 
rulers means that their commands will seldom coincide with the moral 
law. But even if rulers did happen to command what was in fact right, 
their enforcement of right action would still destroy moral self
direction because it would destroy the authentic motivation requisite 
to it. If a person would not have acted rightly but for the state’s 
intervention, the action in question is ipso facto performed out of 
prudence rather than morality. The case is basically the same with 
those who would have acted rightly anyway. Where in the absence of 
the state’s intervention they would have acted with complete sponta
neity, knowing that they could equally well do otherwise if they chose, 
the threat of sanction that stands behind the command of any effective 
state cannot fail to dilute the moral with the prudential.

States do not rely on force or the threat of force alone to control 
their subjects, but typically encourage them to obey willingly. The 
anarchist claim that this also leads to the destruction of freedom is 
again more easily explained if freedom is understood as moral self
direction rather than as a purely negative liberty. If I am free when I 
do whatever I happen to want to do, then if I want to comply with the 
orders of the state I am so far free. But moral self-direction requires 
not merely compliance with the empirical will, but compliance with 
the authentic or ‘real’ will - that is, compliance with moral rules for 
moral reasons that are ‘one’s own’. States, however, propagandise 
their authority in absolute terms; subjects are required to obey not 
because they have their own reasons for doing so, but simply because 
the state has a right to be obeyed whatever is commanded. Subjects 
who are obedient in these terms fail to be morally self-directing, 
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because even if the command they obey reflects the moral law their 
compliance is not the outcome of their own rational and moral will. 
Typically the authentic will is silenced or by-passed by the state’s 
appeal to the lower, tribal passions. Devices like rituals and ceremonies, 
honours and traditions, and the mediation of religious belief through 
established churches, serve to impress upon people the legitimacy of 
a power they might otherwise question.

Thirdly, the notion of moral self-direction explains the connection 
made by the anarchists between loss of freedom under the state and 
conditions of domination arising from inequality in the economic 
sphere. Again Rousseau is a likely source for the anarchists’ view, 
which summons up a picture very much like the image of corrupt 
modernity portrayed in the Discourse on the Origin of Inequality. 
Modem commercial society, for the anarchists as for Rousseau, 
is characterised by the relations of ‘dependence’ that exist between 
rich and poor: the poor dependent on the rich for subsistence and 
the rich on the poor for the labour that is the source of their wealth. 
Neither the poor nor the rich can be virtuous or free because in 
their dealings with one another they are governed not by the moral 
law but by the exigencies of the struggle for wealth. Government 
originates as an ostensible solution to the violence and fraud 
into which relations between rich and poor break down. In reality 
the state is merely an instrument for protecting the property rights 
of the rich, thus perpetuating economic domination and with 
it the loss of moral self-direction. Because all are implicated in the 
corruption that government holds in place, unfreedom is spread 
like a contagion throughout society. Piecemeal reforms are inad
equate; the only solution is society’s total transformation and moral 
regeneration.

III

The different anarchist thinkers diverge in the accounts they give of 
the detailed content of the moral law, but the tradition as a whole is 
at any rate agreed that in the name of individual moral self-direction 
morality requires the abolition of the state. In turning from the issue 
of the content of morality to that of the procedure by which it is to be 
found, we also pass from the purely critical or destructive phase of the 
anarchist case to its constructive aspect: the anarchists’ account of the 
desirable stateless order.
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It is common ground for the anarchists, as for most thinkers before 
the twentieth century, that there is an objective moral law which can 
be formulated as a set of factual or descriptive claims, and which can 
be known or apprehended by human beings. Beyond that neither the 
tradition as a whole nor any of its members individually have any 
completely consistent moral epistemology. Nevertheless, it is possible 
to hazard two further generalisations, subject to qualification in 
particular cases, about the broad tendency of the tradition in this 
connection. The first is that by and large the anarchists believe that the 
moral law is immanent in nature, that moral judgements state factual 
claims about the natural world. Their general tendency is toward what 
would now be called ethical naturalism. Thus Godwin refers to 
morality as “the system of the universe”, and according to Proudhon, 
“between the world of nature and the world of justice ... all is 
identical”.24

Secondly, they tend to suppose that the moral law of nature is, 
like other laws of nature, discoverable by the application of human 
reason, employing procedures based on or commencing with those of 
modem natural science in its investigations of the physical world. In 
this respect the tradition is broadly empiricist and positivist. The 
anarchists believe that moral knowledge will advance along with the 
growth of knowledge in the natural and social sciences - that, in 
Godwin’s words, man’s “moral improvement will in some degree 
keep pace with his intellectual”.25 This belief is a commonplace of 
progressive thought in the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. 
Godwin’s utilitarianism is descended from Hume’s “attempt to 
introduce the experimental method of reasoning into moral subjects” 
- the subtitle of the Treatise on Human Nature (1739). The purely 
descriptive Humean project of explaining the genesis of moral judge
ment in the broadly ‘scientific’ terminology of felt experience evolves 
by the end of the eighteenth century into Bentham’s assertion that 
pleasure and pain “point out what we ought to do as well as what we 
shall do”.26 Godwin, too, is confident that the empirical investigation 
of “the visible system of the world” will yield the right answers to 
moral questions.27 The European anarchists reject utilitarianism but 
not the scientific spirit that motivates it; indeed the connection 
between empirical science and moral prescription becomes still more 
explicit in their work under the influence of the ‘positivist’ tradition 
associated with Saint-Simon and Comte. The latter makes it clear that 
the method of the natural sciences can be expected to lead to the 
expansion not only of descriptive social science but also of ethics,
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a truly scientific ethic becoming the crowning achievement of a 
“positive philosophy” that comprehends every legitimate field of 
enquiry.28 Highly influential in its day, elements of Comte’s system 
are adopted by Proudhon and the project as a whole is warmly praised 
by Bakunin.29 The positivist approach is seen at its strongest in 
K ropotkin, however, who takes as his starting point the work of 
Darwin.30 For K ropotkin, the true conclusion to be drawn from 
Darwin is that co-operation rather than competition within species is 
the dominant factor of “progressive evolution”. Mutual aid rather 
than mutual struggle is therefore the natural course for man as for 
other species. On this basis, he believes, “a new realistic moral 
science” is possible.31 r

These are only broad tendencies, and a more detailed account than 
the present would introduce some substantial qualifications and 
exceptions. Proudhon in particular is impossible to categorise neatly 
on this issue, since he sometimes sounds more like an intuitionist than 
a positivist.32 Bakunin warns against the danger of according science 
the status of an unquestionable authority on a level with government 
and religion.33 Nevertheless, the account I have given is sufficiently 
accurate in general to enable us to draw from it an important 
implication for the way - at least one way - the tradition as a whole 
reconciles freedom with order. For once freedom is conceived as 
involving adherence to an objective moral law that will eventually 
be accessible to all through the application of scientific method, the 
anarchist expectation that maximum liberty would be compatible 
with social order is not unreasonable. People who are free in the 
relevant sense will necessarily converge on a single scheme of morality 
recognisable to all. Once ethical claims are set on a truly scientific 
basis, they will compel belief in the same way that the natural sciences 
compel belief: by accumulated weight of evidence. Under conditions 
of advanced social and ethical science, the person who refuses to 
acknowledge the rightness of the course pointed out by that science 
will be like theperson who refuses, againstthe evidence, to acknowledge 
the law of gravity. Proudhon draws just such a parallel. If a house is 
built in defiance of the laws of physics “its fall will be the sanction of 
its law. So it is with justice: it carries its sanction within itself; neither 
man nor society can subsist contrary to its rules”.34

It might be objected that the anarchist theory of order is still not 
entirely convincing. Even if science is able to show us our duty, it 
remains actually to perform it; there is a gap between belief and action. 
This objection is met in Bakunin and K ropotkin by their emphasis on 
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man’s capacity for sympathy and altruism, the sentiments that favour 
mutual aid and solidarity. Such tendencies are always present in 
human nature, and will be strengthened by the removal of the social 
and international divisions fostered by the state. When moral 
enlightenment is supplemented by a strong feeling of common cause 
with one’s fellows, the anarchists would seem to have a reasonable 
case. Even if one is pessimistic about the likelihood of such sentiments 
ever emerging in sufficient strength to be very influential, the possi
bility of moral knowledge is itself a good reason for optimism about 
moral action. If moral knowledge does not guarantee virtue, it makes 
it more probable. I am more likely to fulfil my duty if I can see clearly 
what it is than if I have the excuse, or the genuine dilemma, of 
uncertainty. The case is still stronger in a society where there is a 
general agreement as to the moral truth. For then my convictions will 
be confirmed by the congruent opinions and arguments of those 
around me, and I shall probably have before me the practical example 
of their generally virtuous conduct.35

This is in accord with the general appearance and spirit of the 
various pictures the anarchists evoke of the stateless society. V irtue 
and freedom cannot flourish while people are still under the corrupt 
influence of the state, but the state’s removal does not itself guarantee 
the triumph of virtue and freedom. Ultimately that can only be 
achieved by individuals for themselves. Moral self-direction requires 
an authentic commitment to right action which can neither be 
enforced nor merely copied uncritically from a lead supplied by 
others. Moreover, even given the requisite authentic judgement, there 
may be the possibility of backsliding.

Here we arrive at one respect in which the anarchists diverge from 
a typically utopian thought-pattern. Social utopias tend to lay claim 
to conditions of near-total perfection in which all problems and 
misfortunes have been banished and all the virtues achieved once and 
for all. The kind of society the anarchists have in mind, however, is one 
in which there remains a real possibility of wrongdoing. It is ultimately 
the task of individuals to understand and accept the teachings of the 
new science and to act accordingly, and in the attempt mistakes may 
well be made. In this the anarchist vision is much less utopian than 
that of Marx. While in the final communist epoch Marx envisages a 
form of life which the laws of historical materialism have rendered so 
integrated and harmonious that self-consciously ‘moral’ behaviour 
will be replaced by a kind of second nature, the anarchists concede 
that human beings must always strive with reason and will to realise 
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standards of conduct from which they might otherwise default. The 
optimism of the anarchists consists not in any conception of an 
ultimate and complete human perfection but in their belief that the 
spread of scientific knowledge will make the task of moral improve
ment easier than it would seem at present. Even if by some oversight 
one does go astray, it will be a relatively straightforward matter to be 
guided back to the right path by one’s neighbours. Where “reason is 
omnipotent”, as Godwin puts it, “if my conduct be wrong, a very 
simple statement, flowing from a clear and comprehensive view, will 
make it appear to be such”.36

Correction by “simple statement” or argument is consistent with a 
primary commitment to freedom as moral self-direction, and is 
plausible when seen in the context of scientific optimism I have 
outlined. It is thus unnecessary to suppose, as both critics and 
defenders have done, that the anarchists are obliged to employ some 
form of public censure, or emotional pressure, in order to obtain social 
stability without the state.37 It also explains why the anarchists are 
generally so confident not only about the continued cohesion of the 
stateless society, but also about the prospects for its achievement in 
the first place. This in turn points to another aspect of their thought 
which distinguishes the anarchists from merely utopian thinkers. 
Where utopian visions characteristically describe futuristic or exotic 
worlds to which the only access is through the imagination of the 
visionary, the anarchists provide a full account, one which is far from 
strange or unreasonable from a nineteenth-century perspective, of 
how mankind can (and will) reach the society of the future from that 
of the present. For the evidence of scientific advance is ubiquitous in 
the nineteenth century. If politics and morality are fit subjects for 
science, then man is already on the road to knowledge, thence 
realisation, of the best social arrangements.

IV

I have tried to show that the anarchist tradition I have described is 
tolerably self-consistent and persuasive if one accepts its basic premises. 
It will already be obvious, however, that its most basic premises would 
receive little support from most modem social and political theorists. 
The tradition’s chief claims rest on the twin supports of teleology and 
ethical naturalism. The argument from freedom is teleological: moral 
self-direction is paramount among values because it is part of man’s 
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nature in an Aristotelian sense - not observed in people as they are, 
but a feature of the ideal human specimen. Moreover, the very 
notion of moral self-direction implies an Aritostelian telos - in the 
identification of the authentic or ‘true’ self with the rational and moral 
part of the personality. Naturalism, as we saw, is the basis of the 
anarchists’ optimism about the future stateless order: only if morality 
is a feature of the natural world can the success of the natural sciences 
be expected to lead directly to enlightenment in the ethical sphere.

The difficulties connected with teleology and naturalism are the 
routine starting-points of contemporary moral thought, so there is 
little point in dwelling upon them here. Both doctrines have their 
modem defenders but the weight of opinion is very clearly against 
them. The dominant outlook would see as the chief offence of both, 
their attachment to eternal and universal values independent of 
history and culture. In addition, many theorists would point to their 
blurring of the distinction between ‘is’ and ‘ought’, to a confusion, 
when the anarchists talk about ‘the moral law’, between ‘law’ in two 
senses, the descriptive and the normative.

Another problem with the anarchist case is that its teleological and 
naturalistic components tend to pull away from each other. The one 
is rooted in a metaphysical tradition that is denied by the positivist 
impetus behind the other. On one hand this tension has the effect of 
undermining the anarchists’ cause for optimism. Throughout their 
work they can be seen striving for a scientific ethic that will light the 
way to the future, yet it is hard to see how the kind of freedom they 
uphold as their paramount value can be justified or even formulated 
according to the methods of natural science. On the other hand, the 
teleological conception and justification of freedom is itself undercut 
by the anarchists’ naturalism - and perhaps also by their emphasis on 
self-direction. For the teleological world-view had been kept in place 
by the authority of tradition, but in their insistence on the sovereignty 
of individual reason the anarchists inherit the Enlightenment spirit in 
which formerly received truths are thrown open to question. Caught 
between these competing tendencies, the writings of the anarchists 
may be seen as a microcosm of the shifting world-views of the 
nineteenth century.

It remains to give some brief consideration to the implications of 
the present analysis for anarchism as a living ideology. Many modem 
anarchists would claim intellectual descent from the nineteenth- V
century writers, and many more would at least look to them for 
occasional inspiration. But if the foregoing account is true the relation 
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between contemporary anarchists and their ancestors becomes 
problematic. In the unlikely event that any modem anarchists should 
take over the nineteenth-century case whole, they would lay them
selves open to the objections I have just sketched. But if they merely 
make use of selected arguments for their own purposes, they may be 
prising those arguments loose from the context which originally gave 
them meaning and force. One example of this may be found in issues 
concerning freedom, another in the question of social order. What 
now could be the ground for claiming that freedom is the paramount 
good - indeed what sort of freedom could be accorded such a value? 
I suggested that a merely negative liberty is an improbable candidate 
for the supreme good; would a reformulated positive conception be 
any more likely? On the issue of social order, could any reason now 
be offered to expect that order might be obtained by convergence 
of moral judgement? If not, are there any other good reasons to 
anticipate the possibility of social order without the state? Those 
usually offered, for example the sense of solidarity generated by 
the exigency of revolutionary conditions, carry little weight once 
separated from the arguments and assumptions I have outlined.

I do not suggest that anarchism has come to an intellectual dead 
end. Even the main lines of the nineteenth-century case - the 
argument from freedom and the account of social order through 
moral convergence - might be capable of reformulation, and quite 
different lines of argument might also prove fruitful. Nevertheless, it 
is surely instructive for the contemporary anarchist to see the extent 
to which so much of the classical case is dependent on a context of 
background assumptions that are now largely discredited. To see this 
is not to concede the failure of all anarchist theory but to acknowledge 
some of the parameters of a successful anarchist theory of the future. 

University College, Oxford 
August 1989

Notes
l

This paper is based on my doctoral thesis, a revised version of which 
is to be published by Oxford University Press. Earlier drafts of the 
paper benefited from the comments of those present at the Dubrovnik 
conference and of the members of the Topics in Political Theory 
Group convened in Oxford by Maarten Hajer and Ben Rogers.
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Laslo Sekelj

Bakunin’s and K ropotkin’s T heories of 
R evolution in Comparative Perspective

The pivotal point of the anarchist theory of revolution was expressed 
by Bakunin’s and K ropotkin’s assumption that anarchist society, i.e. 
the humanistic ideal of the just society is to be established not after the 
revolution but in the very process of the revolution. The differentia 
specifica of the anarchist theory of revolution compared to other 
socialist theories is the idea that the act of tearing down the old regime 
does not comprise the revolution but is only the preparatory stage of 
the revolution. The process of revolution is actually identical to the 
society for whose materialization it is being waged. It is in the 
revolution - and not after the revolution - that all forms of govern
mental principles are abolished, and a federation of communes and 
voluntary production and other associations, i.e. the society of 
anarchy, is established.

This is the mainstream of anarchism. Still, there were not only 
anarchist-practitioners who were not revolutionaries, but also 
theoreticians of anarchism who had never elaborated any theory of 
revolution, or who (like Novomirsky or late Arshinov) adopted some 
other (Bolshevik) concept of revolution. This essay will not enter into 
the complex issue of determination of what anarchism is, nor will it 
deal with distinctions between the particular trends of anarchism and 
the political theory of anarchism. The essay will focus on analysis of 
the theory of revolution of the founding fathers of the communist or 
collectivist version of the political theory of anarchism: Michael 
Bakunin (1814-1876) and Peter K ropotkin (1842-1921). In other 
words, their theoretical works will be analysed, and in the case of 
Bakunin only his texts from his anarchist period, that is those written 
after 1866. Besides, some comparisons with certain elements of the 
theory of revolution of socialist competitors of anarchists - Marx and 
some of his followers - will be made.
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The R oots: Pierre-J oseph Proudhon

Modem anarchism was founded by Pierre-Joseph Proudhon (1809- 
1865). All fractions of anarchism are indebted to Proudhon for their 
main ideas - among others, the distinction between social and 
political revolution. According to Proudhon, social revolution is a 
spontaneous and radical transformation of society. It is a revolution 
from below and its principle is “everything for the people and by the 
people, including the government”, in contrast to political revolution 
which is, according to Proudhon and his anarcho-communist follow
ers, a revolution from above whose principle is “everything for the 
people, but by the state” and as a political revolution it is carried out 
by political parties. The (social) revolution from below, as opposed to 
political evolution of the political parties, arises spontaneously in the 
people and by the people. The people are not only the subject 
of revolution, they are also its direct executor. The goal of this 
spontaneous people’s social revolution, whose prototype Proudhon 
saw in the Paris February revolution of 1848, is “abolishing social 
authority over the people”.1

Proudhon sees the goal of political revolution, revolution from 
above, as establishing the power of one stratum of society or political 
party, in contrast to the governmentless goals of the social revolution 
from below. Political revolution, therefore, brings power to a particu
lar political party, and regardless of the party in question, this only 
means a new form of government over the people - and not by the 
people - because every form of government, regardless of its specific 
content, is the establishment of an authority. In other words, every 
government for Proudhon is already by definition “a government 
above and over the people”.2 Here is the fine distinction between 
anarchism as a theory of direct democracy and the liberal, even the 
radical, notion of democracy as “government of the people, by the 
people, and for the people” (Abraham L incoln’s famous Gettysburg 
Address of November 19, 1863).

Bakunin’s Anarchist T heory of R evolution 

It is historically significant that the pronounced antipolitical nature of 
social revolution, anarcho-communism, is indebted to P.J . Proudhon. 
In this respect it should be kept in mind that Proudhon’s antipolitical 
theoretical orientation was in practice more an ideal than a reality: he 
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was not only a representative in the French parliament elected in 
1848, after the first elections with universal male franchise, but also 
the persistent agitator of the independent political activity of the 
working classes in his last work De la capacite politique des classes 
ouvrieres (1865).

In the first work from Bakunin’s anarchist period, the brochure 
Principles and Organisation of International Revolutionary-Socialist 
Secret Society (1866), Proudhon’s strong influence is present, above all 
from Du principe federatif (1863) regarding the structure of a future 
just society of anarchy.3 The theory of revolution represented in this 
brochure is explained in a more mature form in The Program and Rules 
of a Secret Organisation of the International Brotherhood and International 
Alliance ofSocialist Democracy (1868), known as The Alliance Brochure, 
in the program and inner regulations of the organisation which, in 
Bakunin’s own words, is founded in order to carry out and organise 
a universal social revolution whose goal is destroying the entire 
religious, aristocratic and bourgeois authority and power in Europe, 
which will be achieved by destroying all existing modem states with 
their entire political organisation. This revolution must be universal 
(European) and by no means national. “No political or national 
revolution can ever triumph unless it is transformed into a social 
revolution, and unless the national revolution, precisely because of its 
radically socialist character, which is destructive of the State, becomes 
a universal revolution.”4 Sharing with K arl Marx the idea of the free 
association of labour, Bakunin is writing about a new society of free 
associated labour, founded on collective ownership, equality and 
territorially built from below upward, which will be immediately 
established on the ruins of the old society.5

Bakunin is asking for human freedom: a necessary prerequisite to 
achieve this goal is the complete destruction of existing society and its 
institutions, above all the Church and the State.6 The concept of 
freedom is, therefore, crucial for understanding the context of Bakunin’s 
theory of revolution. In neo-anarchist literature on Bakunin, the 
evaluation is indisputable that his philosophy of revolution is one of 
freedom: “Freedom is the keystone of Bakunin’s thought. The goal of 
history is the realization of freedom, and its driving force is the 
‘instinct of revolt’. Freedom is implicit in the social nature of Man and 
can be developed only in society, through the practice of mutual aid, 
which Bakunin calls ‘solidarity’. Freedom is indissolubly linked to 
equality and justice in a society based on reciprocal respect for 
individual rights.”7 According to Bakunin, freedom is possible only in 
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the society of anarchy, for only the society without the state and 
ownership provides the necessary prerequisite for positive freedom. 
The transition from the existing society of unfreedom, which is 
subject to both juridical (state) and spiritual (church) authority, to the 
society of freedom is impossible without complete destruction of the 
society as it is in the process of self-liberation of people. That process 
of transition of both individual and society from the state of slavery to 
the state of freedom is the predominant preoccupation of Bakunin’s 
theory of revolution. Those who criticised Bakunin reduced his theory 
to a sheer act of destruction. Thus, for example, Rainer Beer defines 
and interprets Bakunin’s philosophy of revolution as a developed 
system of pan-destruction.8 In the blare of conflict within the First 
International, Marx9 and the vast majority of his followers, almost 
without exception, interpreted Bakunin’s anarchisttheory of revolution 
as voluntarism and revolutionary Machiavellianism. As will be 
shown, the same accusation would be raised by the social-democratic 
critics of Bolshevism, in their literal repetition of Marx’s arguments 
against Bakunin. (For example: Wilhelm Bloss: Marx oder Baknnin? 
Stuttgart 1920.)

In his theoretical writings on social revolution, Bakunin attempted 
to reconcile two things: his practical activity from the pre-anarchist 
period, connected to secret conspiratorial groups, and the theoretical 
concept of anarchist revolution as pure spontaneity of popular uprisal, 
within which the very revolutionary act reproduces the structure of the 
society of anarchy: “There is no doubt that this new life - the popular 
revolution - will in good time organise itself, but it will create its 
revolutionary organisation from thebottom up, from the circumference 
to the centre, in accordance with the principle of liberty, and not 
from the top down or from the centre to the circumference in the 
manner of all authority. It matters little to us if that authority is called, 
Church, Monarchy, constitutional State, bourgeois Republic or 
even revolutionary Dictatorship. We detest and reject all of them 
equally as the unfailing sources of exploitation and despotism.”10 But 
in the same brochure, Bakunin paid his tribute to his past, and to 
revolutionary romanticism of early nineteenth century, concerning 
the role of revolutionary organisation, giving an extremely important 
role and special function to the mediator between revolutionary 
theory and revolutionary practice. Namely, Bakunin assigns the 
role of intermediary to confirmed members (100 in number) of 
the hierarchical and centralised revolutionary organisation. The 
revolutions are not made by individuals or even by a secret society.
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They break out by themselves, by the movement of events and facts; 
they are prepared in the depth of the instinctive convictions of 
the common people and then break out, often encouraged by an 
insignificant motive. Here, to the revolution conceived as pure 
spontaneity, the external intervention is added - intervention of the 
same kind which K autsky and Lenin were to advocate 34 years later: 
“The revolutionary cadres (the intellectuals) are introducing the 
socialist consciousness from without into the working class.”11 As for 
Bakunin, it was the assistance of a well-organised secret society, at the 
birth of the revolution, to the masses in broadening their instinct and 
in organising some type of revolutionary general staff composed of 
proven friends - by their individual merit - of people who are capable 
of serving as mediators between revolutionary ideas and the people’s 
instinct.12

With Bakunin, as indirectly with Lenin and K autsky, it is actually 
the idea of merit. It is worthwhile to approach the assumption of merit 
in comparative perspective. Classical liberalism views election as a 
distinctly individual act and the one who is elected represents indi
vidual merit primarily and does not represent any specific or particular 
interest. For example, Sir William Y ounge in the House of Commons 
1745: “By our constitution after a gentleman is chosen, he is the 
representative, or ifyouplease the attorney of the people of England. ”13 
The same meaning has John Stuart Mill’s understanding of parlia
ment as the place of free discussion of unbanned individuals chosen 
exclusively for their merit. This individual merit of “proven friends” 
was the quality Lenin himself considered crucial for professional 
revolutionaries and their general staff - Central Committee and 
Politbureau of the Communist Party. The neo-Bolshevik communist 
regimes, the Y ugoslav one included, gradually gave up the charisma 
of a general staff of professional revolutionaries, still preserving the 
idea of merit in the sense of parliamentarians: “Choose the best” used 
to be the leading pre-election slogan of the elections in which there 
was no choice. However, for Bakunin, in theory, the role of this cadre 
organisation is limited to propaganda of political and philosophical 
ideas aimed toward self-understanding of common people’s ideas and 
interests to be used for articulation of their spontaneous rebellion 
against the existing, inhumane bourgeois class society and the State. 
Similar ideas could be found in the writings of Rosa Luxemburg.14 But 
in practice, she did exactly the opposite (in the aftermath of the 
German November revolution 1918) as did Bakunin in his political 
activity.
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Bakunin was, however, even on the level of theory, not conscious 
of the immanent contradiction of his understanding of spontaneity
revolutionary organisation relationship. Thus it happened that in an 
article written in 1869 he made the sharpest attack on the young 
academic “socialist-conspirators” who, according to Bakunin, have 
formed organisations supposedly for the people’s needs, but that 
existed outside the people and, as it were, over the people.15 In this 
respect Bakunin forgot that both the above-mentioned programs 
of the Socialistsecretsocietyandofthe Alliance of Socialist Democracy 
were of just this kind. Bakunin also attacked “conspiratorial social
ists” for their plotting tactic from which it follows that they want to 
teach the people (in modem language ‘raise the consciousness’) 
instead of people teaching them,16 forgetting that two years earlier, he 
had seen the very same task as the goal of the Alliance. That is on the 
level of theory. In practice, in his anarchist period too, the above- 
mentioned theoretical criticism did not stand in Bakunin’s way of 
getting involved in several unsuccessful conspiratorial attempts in 
Russia (the Nechaev affair), in Italy, in Spain, as well as his active 
participation in establishing the unlucky Lyons Commune. Both, 
Bakunin and the Lyons members of the Alliance, were operating in 
the Lyons uprising exactly according to the model that Bakunin 
criticised in the above-mentioned article.17

In this context, of special importance is Bakunin’s letter to Albert 
Richard in 1870. There, he links the achievement of the humanistic 
ideal of the just society (a society of anarchy) exclusively to a society 
of “...revolutionary anarchy, which will everywhere be accompanied 
by an invisible collective power, the only dictatorship I will accept, 
because it alone is compatible with the aspirations of the people and 
the full dynamic thrust of the revolutionary movement!” After giving 
a closer description of revolutionary anarchy, the society that is » 
created immediately after the very act of destroying the state and 
abolishing private property and all institutions based on these two 
foundations, Bakunin continues: “We must be the invisible pilots 
guiding the Revolution, not by any kind of overt power but the 
collective dictatorship of all our allies, a dictatorship without tricks, 
without official titles, without official rights, and therefore all the more 
powerful, as it does not carry the trappings of power. ”18 In this concept 
of “collective dictatorship” G.D.H. Cole finds the link between 
Bakunin’s anarchist theory of revolution and Marx’s concept of a 
dictatorship of the proletariat.19 If one bears in mind that two years 
earlier, in an instructive letter (f/ze Level of Practice) Bakunin defended
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the need for a revolutionary organisation whose activity - and not that 
of the masses - would lead to revolution, and the need for its 
centralisation as well,20 that he proceeded thus in the statutes of both 
above-mentioned revolutionary associations - consequently, once 
can conclude, that in the ‘negative’ phase of revolution, i.e. the 
preparation and enactment of a forced overthrow of the old regime, 
Bakunin sees the people as the subject but guided by the organisation 
of confirmed anarchists, so that in the next ‘positive’ phase of 
revolution that is directly merged with the previous construction of a 
society of anarchy, this organisation is deprived of all prerogatives of 
authority. On the other hand, in his opposition to Marxists and 
Blanquists, Bakunin reaffirms the concept of revolution as pure 
spontaneity, for example, and not only by chance, in his interpretation 
of the Paris Commune of 1871.21 There was a gap between theory and 
practice of revolution in Bakunin’s anarchist period as well. But, as we 
have seen, even on the level of the theory there is constant tension 
between the notion of the revolution, between spontaneity and 
revolutionary organisation, which caused immanent contradictions 
within Bakunin’s theory of revolution and his revolutionary practice, 
and of his anarchism in general, as well.

Statism and Anarchy

This is the most mature work of Bakunin and the most important one 
for his anarchist theory. Two essential characteristics of Bakunin’s 
anarchist theory of revolution are stressed in Statehood and Anarchy: 
the revolution is a social and not a political one. On the other hand, 
contrary to Proudhon, Bakunin was consistent in making a distinction 
between social and political revolution. In the same vein, it is clear that 
his anarchist theory of revolution no longer - as in the period up to his 
arrest in 1849 and later on in his pre-anarchist period - has any 
connection whatsoever with the romantic pan-Slavic and utopian 
designs for revolution, such as the plans for overthrowing the tsarist 
rule in Russia, taking over power in Prague, or the Polish uprising. 
Bakunin’s anarchist theory of revolution is certainly not any longer the 
theory of revolution of a declasse intellectual, as the Marxists have 
usually evaluated it: for example, the editor of his Confessions (1857), 
an official publication in Soviet Russia in 1921, V yacheslav Polonski, 
underlining in the Foreword, that Bakunin as revolutionary is “a true 
declasse intellectual rid of links to any class and its psychology, without
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its own firm place in the general, rising chaos of social and political 
conflicts.”22

An abstraction called “people” as the subject of revolution is the 
vague point of anarchist theory of revolution, just as another abstrac
tion called “the proletariat” is the vague point of Marxism. Namely, 
the theory of revolution necessitates a clearly defined subject which 
turns theory to practice. In his critique of anarchism a scholar 
belonging to the Frankfurt School, Hans Mayer, outlined that the 
“people” is not a determination in the sense of logical rule “omni 
determinatio negatio est”. Namely, that category is everywhere and 
always present, and therefore actually nowhere.23 In Statism and 
Anarchy, the subject of revolution is no longer a vague “people” but 
the working class in England, Italy, France and Spain; the peasantry 
in Russia and workers and peasants in Germany. Hence, contrary to 
Marx and his notion of the proletariat as the revolutionary subject, in 
the early 1870s, Bakunin conceived the subject of the revolution in 
empirical terms of the two concrete social strata: industrial workers 
and peasants (agricultural workers). But the social revolution is 
impossible without class consciousness, though he did not call it thus. 
Universalpublic and private bankruptcy and the complete destruction 
of the state are two necessary preconditions for social revolution; in 
terms of creating a just society, these pitiful million workers, for 
Bakunin, are not yet sufficient cause for revolution. They only result 
in local rebellions; for revolution, this wretched proletariat must also 
possess a common goal, belief in their rights and consciousness that 
nothing can be expected from the privileged classes and from 
the existing state in general in terms of political activity, political 
emancipation and the political struggle including the demand for 
universal franchise.24 This openly anti-political position of the later 
Bakunin was contrary to the views of P.J . Proudhon exposed in his last 
work On the Political Capacity of the Working Classes, but also to the 
policy of the International Workingmen’s Association, and was to 
become the cause of the conflict with Marx and eventually lead to the 
definitive split in the First International.

In Bakunin’s opinion, only the existing, given working class of the 
Romance language countries and England is capable of carrying out 
social revolution. In Germany the revolutionary subject would be 
workers and peasants and in Russia the peasantry. But in Germany, 
as well as in Russia, the preceding change in actual consciousness of 
the working class (Germany) and peasantry (Russia) was necessary. 
The criterion for adoption of the actual working class as the subject
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of revolution was the assumed influence of the Alliance, i.e. Marx and 
the Social-democracy. Bakunin firmly believed that his imaginary 
organisation, the Alliance of Socialist Democracy, had the dominant 
influence in the working classes of Roman countries, even once 
expanding it to England, seeing these countries as different from 
Germany in which the working class is completely pervaded with 
statism, primarily due to the activities of Marx and the Social 
Democratic Party, secondly to the tradition of German people and the 
collapse of peasants’ revolution in the sixteenth century. To Bakunin, 
Germany was the only true state in Europe (in terms of centralised, 
authoritarian and militaristic state) and the predominant stratum of 
the German working class was composed of privileged “bourgeoisized 
workers”25 (so, Lenin was not the first to speak of “working class 
aristocracy”).

The basic idea of this book is that the entire space of the contem
porary world (1870s) is divided into two parts, without any mediation 
or transition between them. These two extreme poles are statism and 
anarchy. Using the methodological process of reduction, Bakunin 
assigns to statism all political orientations that represent the need for 
authority of any kind. For Bakunin, as a consequence of his firm 
antipolitical determination of his theory of revolution, there are no 
real differences between dictatorship and representative government, 
liberals and conservatives, right and left, bourgeois moderates and 
radicals, democracy and oligarchy, Blanquists and Marxists. “Be
tween revolutionary dictatorship and the state principle the difference 
is only in external situation. In substance both are one and the same: 
the ruling of the majority by the minority in the name of the alleged 
stupidity of the first and the alleged superior intelligence of the 
second. Therefore, both are equally reactionary, both having as their 
result the invariable consolidation of the political and economic 
privileges of the ruling minority and the political and economic 
enslavement of the masses of people.”26

Passionately yearning for revolution, Bakunin predicts in Statism 
and Anarchy that one or another of the European countries is on the 
very eve of revolution and that it is “the closest” to revolution. But this 
was the usual mode of reasoning among the revolutionary socialists. 
The attentive reading of Marx’s writings discloses that Bakunin’s 
great competitor and contemporary, whom generations used to praise 
as the founder of “the scientific socialism” followed the same man
ner.27 However, Bakunin’s analysis of the situation in Russia in the 
1870sis a comprehensive part of the discussion between traditionalists
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and modernists, i.e. between ‘Slavonophiles’ and ‘Westerners’, and 
an important constituent part of his newly evaluated anarchist theory 
of revolution.

Bakunin, without denying the importance of the workers from the 
large cities and industrial areas of Russia, still sees in the peasantry the 
deciding role of social revolution in Russia. Sometimes, Bakunin 
speaks about the important role of the lumpen-proletariat in a Russian 
context as well. At the same time, he underscores that the Russian 
peasantry will not be a relevant revolutionary subject as long as it does 
not liberate itself from the impact of the Russian statism and Ortho
dox Church, i.e. of the ideological manipulation through the myth of 
the divine “Big Brother Tsar”. A further point is the formation of 
some kind of class consciousness: Without “a common ideal”, the 
Russian peasantry will not be capable of revolution, rather only of 
isolated, regional rebellions. The entire people, millions of urban and 
rural workers, must rise to the level of a common consciousness. This 
consciousness, however, is by no means, as with K autsky and Lenin, 
identified with something that the intellectuals are introducing from 
without - on the contrary: it is something that the common people 
instinctively carried within them for generations. The role of the 
intellectuals - renegades from the bourgeoisie and aristocracy, the so 
called ‘intelligentsia’ - is to elevate to consciousness what instinctively 
exists in the common people on the basis of their own tradition. 
Enlightenment of something which is immanent, and eventually 
to organise the revolutionary subject is the role of the ‘spiritual 
proletariat’.28 But Bakunin is not a traditionalist. He considers that the 
revolution could be founded on the tradition of Russian rural life, but 
only with the prerequisite of a critical examination of this tradition 
within the framework of overall peasantry. The tradition of the mir, 
the specific Russian institution of village community, is according to 
Bakunin comprised of two different kinds of issues. On the positive 
side are the following three elements:

1. The people’s belief that the land belongs to everyone;
2. The tradition of collective farms and joint distribution of the

fruits of labour within the mir;
3. The expressed anti-state tradition of the local self-government. 

On the other (negative) side, are two crucial factors. One is
ideological: the patriarchy - the authority and authoritarianism rooted 
in the divinization of the Tsar and of the Holy Church. The other 
negative element of the existing tradition is its perversion, due to
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rivate interests formed on the ground of the village municipality’s 
disintegration, i.e. with beginning of modernisation started also the 
influence of capitalism in agriculture. This is the reason why the role
of the ‘spiritual proletariat’ is peasantry to critical
consciousness, which would bring them back to their roots, to their 
own authentic tradition. The self-liberation of the authoritarian 
personality is the task of the intelligentsia, while the tradition of the 
mir in its authentic form is for Bakunin a necessary pre-condition for 
social revolution in Russia.29

As can be seen, “going to the people” in Statism and Anarchy no 
longer, as in 1869, means that intellectuals should be taught by the 
people (peasantry), but now concerns the process of learning from 
each other. Bakunin here transcends the traditionalist positions of the 
narodniks, the very influential wing of the Russian revolutionaries of 
his age. Soviet Marxist-Leninist critics of Bakunin overlook this fact, 
underscoring at the same time that Bakunin did not see the rising 
proletariat as the subject of revolution in Russia.30 Inside the frame
work of Marxism-Leninism, it might even be correct, however 
it should be noted that the reason for this view concerning the 
proletariat is that while Bakunin thought that by revolution based on 
a transformed mir Russia could escape capitalism,31 it is another 
matter, whether true or not in the 1870s, not to see the revolutionary 
subject in the “rising proletariat in Russia” when in 1912, that is after 
50 years of modernisation, the working class was represented with 
only 14.7% and peasants with two-thirds of the total population of 
Russia.

K ropotkin: Mutual Aid as the Foundation of the Revolution 

K ropotkinrepresentsthe next generation of the anarcho-communists. 
In England and on the Continent from the late 1880s, he symbolised 
the Russian dissident, and was a very influential non-fiction writer. In 
contrast to Proudhon, K ropotkin wants to abolish and to transcend 
the capitalist production relations. His anarcho-communism is based 
mainly on Bakunin’s later writings, and he was, if not the founder of 
this form of anarchism, then its most influential theoretician due to 
the fact that his writings were translated at the turn of the century into 
more than sixty languages. Some sources even claim that until the 
First World War, Peter K ropotkin was second only to the Bible in the 
number of non-fiction translations worldwide.
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K ropotkin’s theory of revolution, contrary to Bakunin’s, is of a 
predictable type. He founds it on anthropological and historical 
sets of argument and polemic against the mainstreams of Social 
Darwinism (Huxley and Spencer). The anthropological argument is 
based on his assertion that the instinct of mutual aid is an invariable 
attribute of human nature - as well as of the totality of nature. The 
instinct of mutual aid, and not the instinct of the struggle for existence, 
is the dominant factor of evolution (in the whole of nature). According 
to K ropotkin, mutual aid is natural, therefore the only adequate form 
of human (and of all natural) organisation. Self-conscious solidarity 
means, thus, a full social equality and excludes every possible form of 
man’s domination over man. Accordingly, anarchy as lack of govern
ment or self-government is the form of social organisation immanent 
in human nature, and not the state as the form of domination through 
coercion of the minority over the majority. In Mutual Aid: a Factor of 
Evolution (1902), K ropotkin best expounded the historical sets of 
arguments as well, allowing that the struggle for existence is a factor 
of evolution, but he explicitly denies that it is the dominant factor, 
according that status to mutual aid. Throughout history mankind 
(“people”) have lived within govemmentless organisations based on 
the principles of mutual aid: clan, stem, village community (mir), 
guilds, and city-communes. Until the apparatus of the centralised 
states in the sixteenth century, these institutions created a world of 
united and noncoercive face-to-face and local communities in which 
the vast majority of mankind used to live, and in which a minority still 
is living. This world of the institutions of mutual aid was indigenous, 
and parallel to the minority world of authority and dominance of 
the instinct of struggle for existence. The new institution of the 
struggle for existence, the centralised state, abolished this indigenous 
behaviour, i.e. a parallel existent society based on the instinct of 
mutual aid. For this reason K ropotkin sees the task of social revolution 
as re-establishing society structured on the principle of mutual aid, 
but no longer as local communities, rather as a global society of 
anarchist communism.32 Within the framework of an ahistorical 
concept, K ropotkin believed - and this is typical for the whole of 
anarchism and all his fellow social Utopians - that such a society could 
be established everywhere and any time in history.

Contrary to this notion that no objective preconditions for estab
lishing the classless society are needed, Marx and orthodox Marxism 
insisted on three objective preconditions of communist or classless 
society: highly developed productive forces (the historical task of 
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capitalism), highly developed civil society, and existence of the self- 
conscious working class as the vast majority of the general population. 
A  good parallel to K ropotkin’s ahistoricism could be found, however, 
in Lenin’s proclamation of communism in Soviet Russia after the 
October revolution, and the negation of Marx’s and orthodox Marx
ists’ economic determinism by his followers.33

Positivism had strongly influenced all socialists in the nineteenth 
century. Marx in his foreword to Das Kapital, Engels in Anti-Diihring, 
orthodox Marxism, all this is summarised in following K autsky’s 
definition of so-called historical materialism: “The meaning of 
historical materialism is in the idea that it provides us with the 
knowledge that development of society follows the natural necessity 
in accordance with the iron laws of material determinations 
independent from consciousness and will of individuals.”34 In this 
tradition is K ropotkin’s definition of anarchism as a positive science.35 
On the other hand, he sought for ‘positive’ proofs in the existing world 
for his main idea about the immanent quasi-natural necessity of the 
ultimate establishment of anarchist communism as this new (and 
modem) form of the institution of mutual aid. These “positive 
tendencies” - like the institution of the mir (or what remained of it) 
and for Europe different kinds of private and public voluntary 
organisations36 - were for K ropotkin supposedly proofs for the 
foundation of anarchist theory in existing society,37 seeing that the real 
meaning of his argument about the natural and necessary coming of 
anarchist communism means only that “coming might is right”. 
Namely, if inevitable laws of evolution are to bring about a new 
victorious institution of mutual aid, and if the present bears “positive 
proofs” to that, then K ropotkin simply claims that we ought to 
support something which, as a “coming might”, would come into 
being independently of our engagement. As we know and not only 
from K arl Popper, this kind of argumentation was a commonplace 
among the older socialists and communists. In fact, orthodox 
Marxism as a whole, from Engels to K autsky, the Erfurt Programme 
of German Social Democracy and Lenin, was based upon the idea of 
the unavoidability of the collapse of capitalism and the objective 
necessity of the coming of socialism; there has actually been no 
Marxist who has not in some way advocated this view.38

As stressed by K ropotkin’s anarchist follower, Errico Malatesta, 
the direct consequence of K ropotkin’s notion about the natural 
necessity of revolution is the revolutionary absenteeism, the idea that 
revolution will come as a kind of natural phenomenon without a long 
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periodofstep-by-steporganisedday-to-dayactivity.39Butnot according 
to K ropotkin. On the contrary, revolutionary activism is based on this 
quasi-positivism, while social development tendencies only take on 
their final form with revolution: “Anarchists feel that the slow 
evolution of society, as evolution in nature, is accompanied from time 
to time by periods of accelerated evolution that are called revolutions, 
and they feel that the era of revolution has not yet ended.”40 In this 
context, revolution is a purely technical act of proclaiming, or at best, 
technical improvement of the natural process of evolution. Therefore, 
one could hardly speak of K ropotkin’s theory of revolution. In 
contrast to Bakunin’s anarchist theory of revolution K ropotkin, until 
the revolution of 1905, strongly shared the classical narodniks’ 
position “of going to the people”. K ropotkin expands the concept of 
revolution as a spontaneous movement of the masses to the totality of 
history. He understands the history of manking exclusively as the 
development of mutual aid institutions, spontaneously created by 
the people. Contrary to Bakunin, K ropotkin always used the term 
“people” for the notion of an undifferentiated mass,41 and this mass 
is the subject of the revolution. Revolution is just another name for this 
new institution of mutual aid created by the masses. In full accordance 
with this, and neglecting his previous definition of anarchism as a 
positive science, K ropotkin defines anarchism as a theory in the 
following manner: “As socialism in general and all other social 
movements, anarchism was bom in the people and did not arise from 
science or some philosophical school. Anarchism will continue to be 
full of life and creative power if it continues as a thing of the people.”42 
With this we come to K ropotkin’s understanding of the revolution 
until his shift to revolutionary syndicalism. The people (masses) start 
the revolution due to the fact that they have already clearly formulated 
within themselves what they want. They come to these ideas through 
an organisation that they previously formed themselves, based on the 
very same principles as those of the society they want to create by 
revolution: complete equality of members, absence of any form of 
authority and the full implementation of direct democracy. These 
guiding ideas are the fruit of long evolution of the people’s common 
sense.43 This concept served K ropotkin as basis for his description 
of the practical model of anarchist revolution as explained in his 
Conquest of Bread (1892) produced by (imaginary) people of Paris. 
Accordingly, the very act of tearing down the old regime is a short
lived process. A  new society is directly attached to it: the very next 
day communism of production and consumption is established by 
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abolishing private property and the division of labour. On the other 
hand, political self-government is established through the communes 
and the federation of communes by abolishing all authoritarian 
political institutions.44

This ideology of “the very next day after the revolution” was the 
commonplace of nineteenth century socialism on the Continent. It 
was not the prerogative of‘utopian socialism’, but was found in very 
popular literature which also brought about considerable fame to 
‘scientific socialists’, the so called orthodox followers of K arl Marx. 
Thus, the most popular of August Bebel’s works, Woman and 
Socialism (1878),45 could be hardly distinguished from K ropotkin’s 
The Conquest of the Bread. The only difference lies in a different 
approach to the role of women under communism - but the process 
of revolution was hardly mentioned by either Bebel or K ropotkin. In 
the same vein were written many considerations about ‘the future 
state’ by the authors belong to German Social-Democracy, beginning 
with K arl K autsky’s official comment of the new Party Program,46 or 
Anton Pannekoek’s,47 and Wilhelm L iebknecht’s48 - among others - 
on the same subject. All these belong to the same kind of wishful 
thinking as K ropotkin’s ‘utopianism’, for neither of them deals with 
the problem of connecting communism or socialism with the existing 
world. In short, the gap between what ought to be and what is was even 
not transcended by K arl Marx, for even he - contrary to Engels’ 
understanding of Marxism as ‘scientific socialism’ - lacks the theory 
of revolution as an empirical strategy, as an empirical strategical 
concept, contrary to those socialists who had either undertaken the 
essential revision of the original Marxism, like Eduard Bernstein,49 or 
rejected the theory and practice of revolution, as had Ramsay 
MacDonald.50

Revolutionary T heory and the Practice of T hree R ussian
R evolutions

The Russian revolution of 1905 meant a great failure for the anarchists 
although, at least in the first phase, it was close to their expectations. 
In this respect, it was for the most part a spontaneous mass movement 
of the urban working class, lumpen-proletariat (in Bakunin’s sense) 
and partially of the agricultural working class. Except in several less 
important towns, the anarchists were more observers than active 
participants. Failure was all the greater because, as was shown by 
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1917, anarchism did not - contrary to Marxism (R. Luxemburg and 
Lenin in other words) - learn any lesson from it. K ropotkin’s brochure 
Anarchism in Russia (1906) is the best indication of this. It does not 
contain a single criticism of the practice of anarchism, and continues 
to defend the theory of revolution as “pure spontaneity”, although in 
a modified form. The general strike now becomes the means to 
overthrow the old order and the goal of the anarchist organisation is 
to “inform the broad mass of the people with anarchist ideas, to teach 
the people by general strike and to demonstrate the needlessness of 
small, partial strikes”.51 In the next brochure, The Russian Revolution 
and Anarchism (1907), K ropotkin feels that “unions are natural 
bodies for direct struggle with capitalism and for building the future 
order”, but the exclusively proletarian class nature of anarcho- 
syndicalism is criticised as well.52 Rejection of the political struggle, of 
course, remained the constant feature of all forms of anarchism. In the 
brochure Syndicalism and Anarchism (1908) syndicalism is for 
K ropotkin only a new name for the old (i.e. anarchist) tactic of 
labour’s direct struggle against capital, and this tactic and its means, 
a general strike as opposed to all forms of political struggle (and 
participation in politics), are a composite part of anarchism.53

Following the October revolution, some anarchists, for example 
Novomirski, had adopted the Bolshevik theory of revolution, and 
began to see the meaning of their activity in the elaboration of the 
“ anarchist concept of the dictatorship of the proletariat”54 The others, 
like Pyotr Arshinov, had remained for a while within the enlightenment 
concept of organisation and supported the traditional anarchist 
theory of revolution, very similar to K ropotkin’s.55 But later on, he 
himself was to become very critical in his considerations of this 
concept, and found it the main reason of the defeat of anarchism in 
Russian revolutions.56 But this was not the mainstream of anarchism. 
Quite apart from K ropotkin’s critique of Lenin and Bolshevism, the 
theory of revolution as such remained more or less identical to the one 
from syndicalist pamphlets.57 The same could be said of both Bakunin’s 
and K ropotkin’s followers, among which the most famous were 
Alexander Berkman58 and V .M. Eichenbaum.59 So the October 
revolution meant the end of the anarchist movement in Russia, and 
the end of any significant development of the political and social 
theory of anarchism as well. “There are no great anarchist thinkers in 
this century such as Proudhon or K ropotkin. In this regard, the 
thought is often encountered - even in works appearing after the 
Second World War - that basically nothing changed: capitalism and 
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the state still exist. But just this phrase shows that much changed in 
reality: above all, anarchism, as a workers’ movement between the two 
wars and after the Second World War, was a failure; anarchism lost 
considerably both in action and in effect.”® 0

T he anarchist movement and organisation

Until approaching revolutionary syndicalism (so called anarcho- 
syndicalism), K ropotkin does not speak of organisation as an active 
intermediary between theory and practice. He does not see in this 
lack of operability of a revolutionary theory a rift between theory 
and practice, but rather the exact opposite - their common identity, 
which is understood quixotically and presented as real. Contrary to 
Bakunin, K ropotkin remained on the level of the eighteenth century 
enlightenment: for him, only the “people”, the undifferentiated third 
estate, exists opposite to the “rich minority” and its social and political 
institutions. After 1905, in his syndicalist period, K ropotkin simply 
renamed “the people” into the working class. But even then K ropotkin 
had something different in mind from the Marxist concept of the 
proletariat. With him, as with Bakunin, it is a matter of the empirical 
working class and not, as with Marx, the concept of the proletariat as 
a class possessing not only consciousness by itself, but consciousness 
of itself.

Organisation is the weakest point of anarchism. The question is not 
just that until now there has not been any convincing anarchist theory 
of organisation, as has been stressed by one contemporary anarchist, 
Colin Ward;61 the question is: is it possible at all? Practical experience 
leads to a negative answer. Having in mind the differentia specifica of 
the anarchist theory of revolution - the identity of the revolutionary 
organisation with the post-revolutionary society - the anarchists from 
1872 all the way until 1907 tried to form their own International. All 
of these enterprises were unsuccessful. A  good program, but no way 
of building the organisation on that program, characterised the 
splinter group of the First International, which formed an Auton
omous International in 1872 and eventually held unsuccessful con
gresses in 1874, 1876, and 1877.62 A  new organisational misfortune 
was the international congress of revolutionary socialists in London, 
July 14-19, 1881. The same can be said for the international congress 
of anarchists held in Amsterdam in 1907; the next congress planned 
for 1909 was never held. The five-member Coordinating Bureau of 
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the Anarchist International stopped working in 1914, making refer
ence to ‘general apathy’.63

Three factors were immanent in the organisational failure of 
anarchism. The organisation being mediator between revolutionary 
theory and practice, and the executor of the theory of revolution; the 
general failure of anarchist theory of revolution, Bakunin’s and 
K ropotkin’s in particular, seems obvious. The first is the formal, 
abstract and unhistorically understood principle of autonomy within 
the organisation. The second factor is the contradiction immanent in 
Bakunin’s concept of the revolutionary organisation that became 
apparent during the agitation in favour of the creation of the Alliance. 
This concerns the idea that a secret organisation of trusted anarchist 
cadres should exist parallel to a loose public organisation.64 This idea 
extends throughout the history of anarchism. For example, K ropotkin 
proposed such a twofold organisation to Malatesta on the eve of the 
congress in London in 1881. In a letter to Jean Grave July 3, 1902), 
K ropotkin once more proposes the twofold organisation, writing of 
the need for an “intimate alliance of people who know each other” 
within the Workingmen’s (i.e. the Anarchist) International.65 But, by 
the way, these organisational ideas were very close to the tactic of the 
Third (Communist) International and connected with Lenin’s con
cept of the Party as the vanguard of the proletariat. The third factor 
is a certain type of millenarianism, so typical of anarchism. As Georg 
Stieklow points out, “the program and tactics of the anarchist 
International were to a large part determine by a deep belief in the 
imminent outbreak of social revolution. This belief was renewed in 
waves after every international congress. But since this was not 
achieved immediately, apathy followed and resignation from any kind 
of long-term organisational activity.”66

These immanent weaknesses in the anarchist theory of organisa
tion can also be seen as the result of the absence of an organisation that 
would correspond to the political, economical, social and ideological 
conditions of the period in which the anarchists were active. And this 
is certainly one of two results of the anarchist, and anarcho-commu- 
nist in particular, dogma on restraining from any political activity 
whatsoever that does not have the immediate goal of the victory of the 
social revolution, i.e. the immediate realisation of the governmentless 
(and classless) society of anarchy. In this manner, anarchism was 
removed to the periphery of social events in the name of revolutionary 
and moral purity, and slowly sank to the level of a sect. But, at the 
same time, this very purity at the expense of marginality allowed 
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the anarchists, Bakunin and K ropotkin in particular, to make 
theoretically (but not practically) very successful criticism, first of 
K arl Marx and after that of the practice of Marxism of the Second 
International (social democracy) and of the Third International 
(bolshevik communism). This criticism arose from the fundamental 
idea of the anarchist theory of revolution: that revolution is not simply 
a seizure of state-power but is identical with the humanist ideal of a 
just society, i.e. classless and govemmentless society - with a society 
of freely associated individuals and groups - for whose establishment 
it breaks out. This is certainly the greatest contribution of anarchism 
to both political theory and socialist thought.
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Max Nettlau

Peter K ropotkin at Work
jS *

K ropotkin’s personality and ideas were to such an extent before 
comrades and the public at large, until 1914 at least, that little remains 
to be said at this hour of his death, when one feels disinclined to 
compile hosts of facts and figures, to dissect ideas, or to record small 
traits and anecdotes. Again, that Revolution, let loose in 1914 and 
since being spelled with an R of ever-growing proportions, is still so 
unsettled that we can hardly calculate the different forces at work and 
foresee their final course; so, with many factors still hidden, at least to 
our observation, we cannot rightly judge at this moment what 
influence K ropotkin’s life-work and ideas had, and maintain, on all 
that happened and on the much greater bulk of all that is preparing. 
Authority, which he fought all his life, seems to be victorious 
everywhere, from Imperialism to Bolshevism; and yet, to most 
thinking people, these are hollow victories, the last and most hideous 
manifestations of Authority, digging its own grave by creating at last 
an immense desire for real freedom and good fellowship, and leading 
inevitably up to the time when all the seeds scattered by K ropotkin 
and so many other Anarchists will bear fruit. When in some countries 
the present system was discredited and broke down, it was probably 
inevitable that large parties and masses, eager for power and materially 
dissatisfied and hungry, should first grasp the reins of power and 
adopt rough authoritarian measures. Freedom’s turn comes next, and 
the question as to what extent coming events will be more directly 
inspired by freedom than those since 1917 have been, is the great 
problem before us. We are in the very midst of this development, and 
a more definite estimate of K ropotkin’s work and its lasting influence 
must be postponed.

It is sufficient to say that during his life of activity, from the sixties 
until 1914, he did whatever man could do, and that few lives are so 
teeming with continuous work, work for science and the elaboration 
of ideas, work for propaganda and the spreading of ideas, all this 
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accompanied by hard work for a modest livelihood for himself and 
family. It is in this respect, as a hard-working man of rare and immense 
activity, that I will consider K ropotkin just now.

He would not have been averse to a life a little more easy, but 
circumstances chained him to his work for between fifty and sixty 
years, and, once at work, he worked away with great intensity. I believe 
that his ideas were formed by a slow process of gathering materials and 
observations with scientific ardour, and then basing conclusions upon 
them. Once these conclusions were formed, be it in the 1860s or thirty 
years later, they got hold of him to an incredible degree, and seemed 
unalterable throughout his life. Henceforth he would be untiring to 
seek confirmation of these ideas, but he would never seem to be 
inclined or to find time to re-examine them and to revise their 
foundation. To me, at least, this rigid adherence to all he had ever 
observed, be it in the early 1860s, and which his memory retained 
wonderfully, appeared somewhat strange, and leading to isolation in 
the face of the ever-progressing advance of science. I should have 
wished to see his ideas thrown into the crucible of general scientific 
discussion to a much greater degree than they were, modified by 
criticism, augmented by the research of many others, and then they 
might be before us now in a more expanded, less personal form. But 
I recognise that many reasons prevented this, and fixed K ropotkin, if 
I may say so, on the borderline between scientist and prophet. 
Scientists are plentiful and prophets also, but men nourished by true 
science and transforming it by themselves and spreading it like 
prophets are very scarce, and K ropotkin’s position was in some 
respects unique.

The brilliant progress of natural science after Darwin’s great work 
was published in the late 1850s, and the immense undeveloped 
resources of Russia and Siberia, which K ropotkin learnt to appreciate 
by his travels, stimulated his interest for natural science, and he 
became an active worker upon this immense field, which even in 
autocratic Russia was relatively undisturbed. But here his natural 
unselfishness interfered, and when he saw the downtrodden state of 
the people, to whom the natural riches and mineral wealth of 
Russia, and all the researches of Darwin, Huxley, and Spencer meant 
absolutely nothing, he threw up the scientific career and cast in his lot 
with those who prepared the Russian Revolution.

Thus, after his travels and studies in the 1860s and much manual 
work, so to speak, in this domain, translations and the like, to earn 
a living, he applied the same intensity of work to revolutionary 
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purposes, the organisation of secret propagandist travels, meetings, 
lectures and printing, and to secret lectures of his own in the guise of 
a working man. His interest was always a thorough one, he went to the 
bottom of things and did the real work, small or large, as required, 
from a revolutionary lecture to drawing up a plan for the reorganisa
tion of the movement all over Russia.

He first travelled abroad in 1871-72, and unfailingly found his way 
to the small Anarchist sections of the International in the Swiss Jura, 
which fascinated him, and which he always remembered and loved. 
After a period of intense activity in Russia, his arrest, imprisonment 
and escape, and a lingering time in London, then barren of 
revolutionists, he returned to the Swiss Jura, and then, from the latter 
part of 1876 onward, for some years he becomes the very soul of the 
Anarchist International.

That movement was then declining as far as outside organisation 
went, the forms of international federation, however unpretending 
and elastic they were since the reorganisation at St. Imier in 
September 1872, being considered superfluous altogether by the local 
propagandists. Still some of the earlier propagandists, those initiated 
in Bakunin’s intimate circle, called the ‘Alliance’, kept together, 
corresponded or met; and K ropotkin soon became one of them, the 
most fervid and active of the time, always encouraging those whom 
years of propaganda in a period of general reaction had somewhat 
tired. I happen to know, by communications from James Guillaume, 
quantities of internationalist letters then addressed to K ropotkin and 
showing his relations, efforts, and the state of the movement, as seen 
from the innermost in the countries where the Anarchist International 
or sections of it still existed, Italy excepted, where the movement was 
always so strong and in good care that his help was less needed. These 
letters, for example, illustrate the Spanish movement of that period - 
when the International had to be an underground organisation for 
years - and circumstances even led to a journey by K ropotkin to 
Spain, to arrange some internationalist matters, a journey which 
impressed him greatly with the revolutionary earnestness of the 
Spanish workers. Or he would compile, for certain German Anarchist 
workers in Switzerland, the first German Anarchist programme ever 
circulated, and, with P. Brousse, of Montpellier, give great help to the 
first German Anarchist paper, then published at Berne, the Arbeiter- 
Zeitung, which, like numbers of other Anarchist publications of the 
time, he had the excellent idea to send to the British Museum, where 
this phase of the movement can be studied with exceptional facility.
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At another time, again, he would edit the Jurassian Bulletin (in 
French), in James Guillaume’s absence. There he wrote on the Russo- 
Turkish war and struck that note of Slavonic nationalism which 
always inspired him since his military youth, or earlier, if possible, and 
which, when it burst out again during the Russo-Japanese and the 
Balkan Allies’ wars and in 1914, surprised none of those who knew the 
unalterable character of his impressions and conclusions, if they were 
ever so old.

This internationalist activity led him to Belgium, the Congresses 
held at V enders and at Ghent, whence he had to depart to Paris, where 
the earliest foundations of present-day Anarchism were then laid. He 
made his way back to Switzerland, where the Revolte was founded, 
early in 1879; and this paper, to which K ropotkin from the first 
gave his fullest attention and immense care, became rapidly 
the international organ of ascending Anarchism, whilst in France 
flourishing movements sprung up, mainly in Paris and the Rhone 
district, at Lyons, etc. These were the years of K ropotkin’s greatest 
activity, when besides editing the Revolte and writing that connected 
series of articles which was later edited by Reclus as Words of a Rebel, 
he extended his personal activity and relations to the south-west of 
France, the Lyons region, and at the same time found congenial 
scientific work in helping Elisee Reclus, at Clarens, on the lake of 
Geneva, with the enormous annual volumes of his geography, besides 
enjoying the closest comradeship of this man of the broadest culture 
and the finest Anarchist ideas.

A  time will come when some keen reasoner and psychologist will 
compare the Anarchism of K ropotkin and that of Reclus, who closely 
co-operated, who were intimate friends, and yet who seem, to me at 
least, to possess great differences as well as remarkable affinities. To 
me K ropotkin’s Anarchism seems harder, less tolerant, more dis
posed to be practical; that of Reclus seems to be wider, wonderfully 
tolerant, uncompromising as well, based on a more humanitarian 
basis. There is room for both and more, and if K ropotkin’s Anarchism 
is more of his time and parts of it may vanish with himself, that of 
Reclus seems more lasting to me; the time to recognise it fully has not 
yet arrived, but is sure to come.

In 1881 K ropotkin participated in the London International 
Revolutionary Congress, which was a welcome pretext to the Swiss 
authorities to make his residence in Geneva and Clarens impossible, 
just as some time later the vigorous growth of the movement in the 
Lyons region was used by the French authorities to imprison and try 
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the principal propagandists, K ropotkin also, at Lyons (1883), which 
led to their imprisonment at Clairvaux from then to the beginning of 
1886, when an amnesty liberated them all, also Louise Michel and 
others. After a short time at Paris, where he would not have been 
allowed to stay, he came to England and settled in Harrow.

He had passed some lengthy and rather tedious periods in London 
since 1876, when the Socialist movement amounted to nothing, or 
was just beginning, as in 1881. Unfortunately the years 1884 and 
1885, when the anti-parliamentarian part of the Social Democratic 
Federation (comprising full - grown Anarchists like Joseph Lane and 
Sam Mainwaring, authoritarian revolutionists like Andreas Scheu, 
William Morris and his friends, and, curiously enough, from personal 
reasons rather, certain Marxists, the Avelings, Bax, etc.), seceded and 
founded the Socialist League in 1884-these years were unknown to 
K ropotkin, and when he came to London in 1886 he must have seen 
these events through the eyes of his early personal friend, H.M. 
Hyndman, and those of some English Anarchists outside the Socialist 
League, who were also of Social Democratic origin; besides 
the apparent influence of the Marxists, Marx’s daughter, upon the 
Socialist League - as an eye-witness of these matters since the end of 
1885 I think I can say, rightly, apparent - may have deterred the 
Jurassian internationalist, who had all the struggle of Marx against 
Bakunin at his fingers’ ends.

It is regrettable that he seems to have made no closer examination 
of the real situation, and decided upon having nothing to do with the 
Socialist League, and founded an independent group, which began by 
using H. Seymour’s Anarchist, an outspoken Individualist Anarchist 
paper, as their organ, a scheme of co-operation which collapsed within 
a few months. After this there was no paper until, in October, 1886, 
Freedom began to be published.

The Socialist League at that time contained the flower of English 
revolutionary Socialism, mainly the popular revolutionists with strong 
Anarchist leanings, who had restarted the English movement about 
1880 - one of them, Joseph Lane, wrote the first English Anarchist 
pamphlet, An Anti-statist Communist Manifesto, issued in 1887 - and 
some very good people who felt attracted by William Morris’s 
thoroughgoing Socialism of that period. If K ropotkin had joined them 
at that time he would have had the most friendly reception and the 
fullest opportunities for Anarchist propaganda; many comrades who 
were then at their best could have been won. Instead of this they were 
apt to get the impression that K ropotkin and, still more, the recent 
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converts to Anarchism coming from the S.D.F. cared little for them, 
and so they went their own way, some finding by themselves the road to 
Anarchism, some, however, losingthemselves indoubtanduncertainty. 
I have always felt that a splendid opportunity was lost here.

However, we must be satisfied with what K ropotkin chose himself 
to do, and he never stinted his help to the small group which got to be 
called the Freedom Group and their paper. His articles for many years 
were not signed, and none but those who did the immediate editing, 
like Mrs. C.M. Wilson and our late comrade A. Marsh, or the 
compositors of the paper, knew what immense care K ropotkin gave 
to it; having seen some of his letters to A. Marsh, covering a small 
period only, I can testify to it. A  similar help he gave for many years 
to the Revolte, of Paris, which succeeded the Geneva paper; here Jean 
Grave is still alive to tell of it.

The earliest volumes of Freedom contain, as he well remembered, 
an entire book by him, complete, or nearly complete, namely, a series 
of articles (unsigned) which follow a given plan, as those preceding, 
forming The Words of a Rebels and those following, The Conquest of 
Bread, also did. This work would range between both books, and is 
adapted to English social and political institutions. Thus a very 
popular introduction to Anarchism may yet be unearthed from the old 
file of this paper.1

Fortunately the late editor of the Nineteenth Century, Mr. K nowles, 
gave him free scope to write articles on Russia, on Anarchism (‘The 
Scientific Basis of Anarchy,’ February, 1887; ‘The Coming Anarchy,’ 
August 1887); and further room to work out in detail the economic 
basis of his ideas; hence: ‘The Breakdown of our Industrial System’ 
(April, 1888), ‘The Coming Reign of Plenty,’ ‘The Industrial V illage 
of the Future,’ ‘Brain Work and Manual Work,’ and ‘The Small 
Industries of Britain’ (August, 1900), articles which formed the book, 
F ields, Factories, and Workshops, issued in 1901. He also published the 
‘Mutual Aid’ series (September, 1890, to June, 1896), followed by 
articles like ‘The Theory of Evolution and Mutual Aid’ (January, 
1910), ‘The Direct Action of Environment on Plants’ (July, 1910), 
‘The Response of Animals to their Environment’ and ‘Inheritance of 
Acquired Characters’ (March 1912). Meanwhile he had begun an 

1. The 'entire book’ was finally published in 1988 under the title Act for Yourselves: 
Articles from Freedom 1886-1907 by Peter K ropotkin, edited by Nicolas Walter and 
Heiner Becker (Freedom Press, £ 2.50), as a volume in the Freedom Press 
Centenary Series.
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ethical series: ‘The Ethical Needs of the Present Day’ (August, 1904), 
‘The Morality of Nature’ (March, 1905), which was then, I think, 
discontinued, as the coming Russian revolutionary change of 1905 
absorbed his time and effort. His ethical studies continued, but the 
growing strain upon his time and diminished health interrupted their 
serial publication, and he is said to have been working at this work on 
Ethics at Dmitrievo up to the last. The Nineteenth Century articles -1 
omit others on Finland or French Prisons or the French Revolution, 
etc. - gave him greater work than anything he wrote, especially the 
articles called ‘Recent Science’ (about seventeen long articles from 
1892 to 1901, dealing with scientific progress in all domains and 
requiring the most painstaking preparation).

Besides this he used to lecture, touring in the provinces and in 
Scotland, mostly dealing with Russian subjects; and he spoke for more 
than twenty years at all the Commune and Chicago Martyrs meetings, 
and in later years always sent letters.

The Freedom Group came to understand their isolation and in 
1888 lectures began to be given, of which I remember some by 
K ropotkin at the Socialist League offices in Farringdon Road. But 
even then no further co-operation ensued, and it was not until the 
Commonweal Group had been broken up by persecutions in 1894, 
and Freedom also was voluntarily interrupted for some months in 
1894-95, that the rest of the Commonweal Group and the Freedom 
Group amalgamated and Freedom was resuscitated in May, 1895, to 
be published without a break from that time until to-day.

Somehow none of these events, the stirring times of the early 
1890s, brought K ropotkin into a contact with the English movement 
so close as that which existed - as I heard from descriptions - between 
himself and the movement in the Jura townships and at Geneva. The 
literary work for his living (auxiliary geographical work, etc.), and his 
health, impaired by prison life, also the many calls on his literary help, 
correspondence, etc., required a certain retirement, besides periods 
of strained library work; and he always dwelt at a considerable 
distance from the centre, at Harrow, Acton, Bromley (K ent), Muswell 
Hill, and finally, when his health demanded it, at Brighton, and only 
passed an odd week or so in London now and then for library 
researches. As he gave all his time to work, study, correspondence, 
and visitors, he could not possibly have done more; and if his contact 
with the London movement had been more frequent other parts of his 
work which appeal to a larger public must have been curtailed.

He had so very many things in hand which led to studies, which,
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like all serious studies, never come to an end. Thus he watched the *
whole range of organic life for proofs of mutual aid as against the 
struggle for life, and was seldom so delighted as when, at last, he 
discovered an account of some social tigers. To this he added by 
and by the burden of ethical research, where so much literature 
antagonistic to his ideas still required to be examined preliminarily.

Then his American journey produced the invitation of the Atlantic 
Monthly to write his Memoirs, a tast the first part of which revived all 
his early Russian memories and, in general, led him back to ever so 
many recollections of which he did not speak in the Memoirs. K nowing 
my historical and bibliographical interest-which he always very kindly 
seconded-he told me in those years many additions to the Memoirs 
which I took care to record. This revival of his youth also led to those 
American lectures on Russian literature, the subject of another book 
in 1905.

Meanwhile the Russian Revolution of 1905 was preparing, and this 
led him to resume his studies on the French Revolution of 1789 to 
1794, a subject which he had in his mind when he first came to Paris, 
in 1877, devoting then what time he could to historical research. 
The studies of a Russian historian and F. Rocquain’s book on the 
forerunners of the Revolution guided these researches, and ‘The 
Spirit of Revolt’, 1882 (in the Revolte), is their first outcome, the 
Nineteenth Century article of 1889 another one; articles in the Temps 
Nouveaux are a subsequent enlargement, until at last - to the editor’s 
dismay, owing to the continual additions and corrections - the big 
French book of 749 pages (1909) gave the final results.

This re-examination of the French Revolution in its minute details, 
the contemporary Russian Revolution of 1905 and its sequel during 
the years following - the most cruel features of these years K ropotkin 
exposed in ‘The Terror in Russia’ July, 1909) - the renewed contact 
with Russia by the early recollections mentioned, and by a great 
number of Russian visitors since about 1905, also by co-operation 
with a Russian Anarchist group (issuing a small Russian paper in 
London, 1906-07); a certain social contact also with Russian politi
cians, journalists, artists of various shades of opinion, all telling him 
about Russia - all worked together to shape K ropotkin’s mentality 
during the years preceding the war. The Japanese War had rekindled 
his political feelings; his journeys to France (Brittany and Paris), to 
Southern Switzerland (Locarno), and the Italian Riviera (Rapallo) - 
imperiously required by his health - brought him in contact with 
different milieus, and a sort of interest in political gossip arose, which 
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old personal friends like H.M. Hyndman certainly did not quell, and 
which astonished those who believed when they first met him, that 
they would be face to face with an anti-militarist, anti-patriotic 
internationalist. The opposite was almost the case. At least the 
defence of France, the defence of Russia, were more and more of 
paramount interest to him; and when Elisee Reclus was dead, when 
Tolstoy died, and he alone of the world-wide known libertarian 
humanitarians remained, he did not raise his voice in the years 
of general war preparations and of actual wars, ever since 1911, 
in Tripoli and in the Balkans. Malatesta spoke out about the 
‘Tripolitan brigandage’ of 1911; K ropotkin was silent when the 
Balkan War broke out in 1912, and he drove me from one comer of 
the room to the other by a rhetorical bayonet charge when he saw I was 
not exulting over the victories of the Balkan Allies. But enough of this, 
which since 1914 is a matter of general knowledge. To me it is merely 
the manifestation of a feeling which had not left him for a single 
moment since his youth, childhood, or infancy, and which he never 
concealed when opportunities arose, as in 1876, 1904, 1912, and 
from 1914 onward.

To complete the rough list of his principal objects of study, there 
was intensive agriculture, permitting decentralisation and local 
self-dependence. From Jersey and Mr. Rowntree’s efforts of home 
colonisation his interest ranged to Canada,where he travelled with the 
British Association, to French gardening, and so on.

When he wrote Modem Science and Anarchism and an enlarged 
French edition (1913), also the article on ‘Anarchism’ in the Encyclo
paedia Britannica (supplement), he was led to examine the early 
Anarchist writers, and was greatly struck with many unsuspected 
advanced ideas he found there; also Fourier greatly interested him. He 
was only sorry on all such occasions that his time was so much taken 
up, and so indeed it was to an ever increasing degree, with the revision 
of translations, correspondence, and visitors. His working power was 
seriously diminished, and when he overstepped the medical restric
tions he was sure to overwork himself, to be laid up for weeks, and to 
be forbidden all work. During the last few years before 1914 he felt 
very much the necessity of always working to keep his home going, and 
he would have dearly enjoyed some real rest, which for him would 
have meant the reading and even the collecting of books (for he was 
a book lover, too, and enjoyed to get hold of scarce revolutionary 
editions), artistic pleasures, and listening to interesting news,with 
some peeps behind the curtains of politics among them. But such
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leisure he was never to e joy; some cares, impaired working power, 
and very precarious health never gave him a respite. Y et he was 
cheerful and gay and loved to joke a d to laugh, but he was also the 
ext mome t dreadf lly hard and earnest, a d, a ve all, he was 

unalterable i  his adhere ce to the differe t strings of ideas which he 
had formulated. B t why insist upon these weak esses which, after all, 
no doubt had their advantages as well, and contributed to the 
composition of the iq e personality he was.

His attitude i  1914 did ot surprise me; he could ot have acted 
otherwise; and those who knew him well could have foretold every 
word he wo ld say. Without wishing to introduce any de atable 
su ject I thi k I may be allowed to say that i  my opi io , and that 
of well-informed German comrades (also G. Landauer, the victim of 
M ich i  1919), he was co siderably deficie t i  i formatio  abo t 
Germany, from Socialism to politics and the atio al character i  
ge eral. His sources were rather seco d-hand or sp rio s, and he 
wo ld not have ased a scie tific opi io  pon them; i deed, whe  
he wrote o  scie ce, he co sulted and acknowledged German so rces 
with i terest and acc racy.

I can th s feel and understand his life from 1914 to 1917, also his 
imme se delight at the R ssian Revolution of March, 1917, and the 
hope with which he ret rned to R ssia i  K ere sky’s time. Some 
months later, however, his life m st have ecome a tragedy, and m st 
have ee  this to the very e d. Tolstoy spoke  to the Tsar i  1908: 
‘I can no longer be sile t; I m st speak’ - K ropotki ’s voice to Le i  
was ot heard, or only in a few letters pri ted abroad; b t he may have 
tho ght that all his frie ds wo ld interpret his sile ce, like that of 
Spies whe  he met his death at Chicago i  1887: ‘There will come a 
time whe  o r sile ce will be more powerf l than the voices yo  are 
strangling to-day’ - the sile ce of K ropotki  covers a tragedy before * 
which to s his weaker sides disappear, and his cheerf l, indefatigable 
work for freedom, scie ce, and h manity alone remai s.

Freedom, Fe r ary, 1921
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E rrico Malatesta

Auarchists have Forgotten their Principles 

A t the risk of passi g as a simpleton, I co fess that I wo ld ever have 
elieved it possi le that Socialists - eve  Social Democrats - wo ld 

appla d and vol tarily take part, either on the side of the Germans 
or on that of the A llies, i  a war like the o e that is at prese t 
devastati g E rope. B t what is there to say whe  the same is do e 
y A archists —  ot mero s, it is tr e, t havi g amongst them 

comrades whom we love and respect most?
It is said that the prese t situatio  shows the ankr ptcy of “o r 

form las” - i.e. of o r pri ciples - and that it will e ecessary to revise 
them.
Ge erally speaki g, every form la m st e revised whe ever it 

shows itself i sufficie t whe  comi g i to co tact with fact; b t it is 
ot the case today, whe  the ankr ptcy is ot derived from the 

shortcomi g of o r form las, t from the fact that these have ee  
forgotte  and betrayed.

Let s ret rn to o r pri ciples.
I am not a ‘pacifist’. I fight, as we all do, for the tri mph of peace 

and of fraternity amongst all h man bei gs; t I k ow that a desire 
ot to fight can only e f lfilled whe  either side wants to, and that 

so long as me  will e fo d who want to violate the li erties of others, 
it is i c mbe t o  these others to defe d themselves if they do ot 
wish to be eternally eate ; and I also k ow that to attack is ofte  the 
est, or the o ly, effective means of defe di g o eself. Besides, I thi k 
that the oppressed are always i  a state of legitimate self-defe ce, and 
have always the right to attack the oppressors. I admit, therefore, that 
there are wars that are ecessary, holy wars: and these are wars of 
li eratio , such as are ge erally ‘civil wars’ - i.e. revol tio s.

B t whathas theprese twar i  common with h man emancipatio , 
which is o r ca se?
T  oday we hear Socialists speak, j st like any bo rgeois, of‘France’, 

or ‘Germany’, and of other political and natio al agglomeratio s - 
results of historical str ggles - as of homoge eo s ethnographic 
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its, each havi g its proper i terests, aspiratio s, and missio , i  
oppositio  to the i terests, aspiratio s, and missio  of rival its. This 
may be tr e relatively, so long as the oppressed, and chiefly the 
workers, have  self-conscio s ess, fail to recog ise the i j stice of 
their i ferior positio , and make themselves the docile tools of the 
oppressors. There is, the , the domi ati g class o ly that co ts; and 
this class, owi g to its desire to co serve and to e arge its power, eve  
its prej dices and its own ideas, may fi d it co ve ie t to excite racial 
ambitio s and hatred, and se d its atio , its flock, agai st ‘foreig ’ 
co tries, with a view to releasi g them from their prese t oppressors, 
and su mitti g them to its own political and eco omical domi atio . 

B t the missio  of those who, like s, wish the e d of all oppressio  
and of all exploitatio  of  man by man, is to awake  a conscio s ess of the 
antagonism of i terests etwee  domi ators and domi ated, etwee  
exploiters and workers, and to develop the class str ggle i side each 
co try, and the solidarity among all workers across the frontiers, as 
agai st any prej dice and any passio  of either race or natio ality.
And this we have always do e. We have always preached that the 

workers of all co tries are rothers, and the e emy - the ‘foreig er’ 
- is the exploiter, whether bom near s or i  a far-off co try, whether 
speaki g the same lang age or any other. We have always chose  o r 
frie ds, o r companio s-i -arms, as well as o r e emies, eca se of 
the ideas they profess and of the positio  they occ py i  the social 
str ggle, and never for reaso s of race or natio ality. We have always 
fo ght agai st patriotism, which is a survival of the past, and serves well 
the i terests of the oppressors; and we were pro d of ei g i ter
natio alists, ot o ly i  words, t  the deep feeli gs of o r so ls. 

A d ow that the most atrocio s co seq e ces of capitalist and 
State domi atio  sho ld i dicate, eve  to the li d, that we were 
i  the right, most of the Socialists and many Anarchists i  the 
elligere t co tries associate themselves with the Governme ts and 

the o rgeoisie of their respective co tries, forgetti g Socialism, the 
class str ggle, i ternatio al fraternity, and the rest.
What a downfall!
It is possi le that prese t eve ts may have shown that natio al 

feeli gs are more alive, while feeli gs of i ternatio al rotherhood are 
less rooted, than we tho ght; b t this sho ld e o e more reaso  for 
i te sifyi g, ot abandoni , o r anti-patriotic propaganda. These 
eve ts also show that i  France, for example, religio s se time t is 
stronger, and the priests have a greater i fl e ce than we imagi ed. Is 
this a reaso  for o r conversio  to Roman Catholicism?
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I derstand that circ mstances may arise owi g to which the help 
of all is ecessary for the ge eral well-bei g: such as an epidemic, an 
earthq ake, an i vasio  of arbarians, who kill and destroy all that 
comes der their hands. I  such a case the class str ggle, the 
differe ces of social standi g m st e forgotte , and common ca e 
m st e made agai st the common danger; b t o  the co ditio  that 
these differe ces are forgotte  o  oth sides. If any one is i  priso  
d ri g an earthq ake, and there is a danger of his ei g cr shed 
to death, it is o r d ty to save everybody, eve  the gaolers - o  
co ditio  that the gaolers egi   ope i g the priso  doors. B t if 
the gaolers take all preca tio s for the safe c stody of the priso ers 
d ri g and after the catastrophe, it is the  the d ty of the priso ers 
towards themselves as well as towards their comrades i  captivity to 
leave the gaolers to their tro les, and profit  the occasio  to save 
themselves.

If, whe  foreig  soldiers i vade the sacred soil of the Fatherland, the 
privileged class were to re o ce their privileges, and wo ld act so 
that the ‘Fatherland’ really ecame the common property of all the 
i habitants, it wo ld the  e right that all sho ld fight agai st the 
i vaders. B t if ki gs wish to remai  ki gs, and the landlords wish to 
take care of their lands and of their ho ses, and the merchants wish to 
take care of their goods, and eve  sell them at a higher price, the  the 
workers, the Socialists and Anarchists, sho ld leave them to their own 
devices, while ei g themselves o  the look-o t for an opport ity to 
get rid of the oppressors i side the co try, as well as of those comi g 
from o tside.
I  all circ mstances, it is the d ty of the Socialists, and especially 

of the A archists, to do everythi  that can weake  the State and the 
capitalist class, and to take as the o ly g ide to their cond ct the 
i terests of Socialism; or, if they are materially powerless to act 
efficacio sly for their own ca se, at least to ref se any vol tary help 
to the ca se of the e emy, and stand aside to save at least their 
pri ciples - which means to save the f t re.

A ll I have j st said is theory, and perhaps it is accepted, i  theory, 
by most of those who, i  practice, do j st the reverse. How, the , 
co ld it e applied to the prese t situatio ? What sho ld we do, what 
sho ld we wish, i  the i terests of o r ca se?
It is said, o  this side of the Rhi e, that the victory of the A llies 

wo ld e the e d of militarism,the tri mph ofcivilisatio ,i ternatio al 
j stice, etc. The same is said o  the other side of the frontier abo t a 
German victory.
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Perso ally, j dgi g at their tr e val e the ‘mad dog’ of Berli  and 
the ‘old hangman’ of V ie a, I have o greater confide ce i  the 
loody Tsar, nor i  the E glish diplomatists who oppress I dia, who 

betrayed Persia, who cr hed the Boer Rep lics; or i  the Fre ch 
bo rgeoisie, who massacred the atives of Morocco; nor i  those of 
Belgi m, who have allowed the Co go atrocities and have largely 
profited y them - and I only recall some of their misdeeds, take  at 
random, not me tio  what all Governme ts and all capitalist classes 
do agai st the workers and the re els i  their own co tries.
I  my opi io , the victory of Germany wo ld certai ly mean the 

tri mph of militarism and of reactio ; t the tri mph of the A llies 
wo ld mean a R sso-E glish (i.e. a kno to-capitalist) domi atio  i  
E rope and i  Asia, conscriptio  and the developme t of the milita
rist spirit i  E gland, and a Clerical and perhaps Mo archist reactio  
i  France.

Besides, i  my opi io , it is most probable that there will e  
defi ite victory on either side. A fter a long war, an e ormo s loss of 
life and wealth, both sides ei g exha ted, some ki d of peace will 
e patched p, leavi g all q stio  ope , th s prepari g for a new 

war more m rdero s than the prese t.
The o ly hope is revol tio ; and as I thi k that it is from 

vanq ished Germany that i  all probability, owi g to the prese t state 
of thi gs, the revol tio  wo ld reak o t, it is for this reaso  - and for 
this reaso  o ly - that I wish the defeat of Germany.

I may, of co rse, e mistake  i  appreciati g the tr e positio . B t 
what seems to me eleme tary and f dame tal for all Socialists 
(A archist, or others) is that it is ecessary to keep o tside every ki d 
of compromise with the Governme ts and the governi g classes, so 
as to e able to profit  any opport ity that may prese t itself, and, 
i  any case, to e able to restart and conti e o r revol tio ary 
preparatio s and propaganda.

Freedom, November 1914

Pro-Government Anarchists

A  manifesto has j st appeared, sig ed  K ropotki , Grave, Malato, 
and a doze  other old comrades, i  which, echoi g the supporters of 
the E te te Governme ts who are demandi g a fight to a fi ish and 
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the cr shi g of Germany, they take their stand agai st any idea of
4

‘premat re peace’.
The capitalist Press p lishes, with nat ral satisfactio , extracts 

from the manifesto, and anno ces it as the work of ‘leaders of the 
I ternatio al A archist Moveme t’.
Anarchists, almost all of whom have remai d faithf  to their 

convictio s, owe it to themselves to protest agai st this attempt to 
implicate A archism i  the co ti ance of a ferocio s sla ghter that 
has ever held promise of any be efit to the ca se of J stice and 
L i erty, and which now shows itself to e absol tely arre  and 
resultless eve  from the standpoi t of the r lers o  either side.

The good faith and good i te tio s of those who have sig ed the 
manifesto are eyond all q estio . B t, however pai f l it may be to 
disagree with old frie ds who have re dered so many services to that 
which i  the past was o r common ca se, o e cannot - havi g regard 
to si cerity, and i  the i terest of o r moveme t for emancipatio  - 
fail to dissociate o eself from comrades who consider themselves able 
to reco cile A archist ideas and co-operatio  with the Governme ts 
and capitalist classes of certai  co tries i  their strife agai st the 
capitalists and Governme ts of certai  other co tries.

D ri g the prese t war we have see  Rep licans placi g them
selves at the service of ki gs, Socialists maki g common ca se with 
the r li g class, Labo rists servi g the i terests of capitalists; t i  
reality all these people are, i  varyi g degrees, Co servatives - 
elievers i  the missio  of the State, and their hesitatio  can be 

derstood whe  the o ly remedy lay i  the destr ctio  of every 
Governme tal chai  and the loosi g of the Social Revol tio . B t 
such hesitatio  is i comprehe si le i  the case of A archists.
We hold that the State is i capable of good. I  the field of 

i ternatio al as well as of i divid al relatio s it can only combat 
aggressio   maki g itself the aggressor; it can only hi der crime y 
organisi g and committi g still greater crime.

Eve  o  the suppositio  - which is far from bei g the tr th - that 
Germany alone was responsi le for the prese t war, it is proved that, 
as long as governme tal methods are adhered to, Germany can only 
resisted y suppressi g all li erty and revivi g the power of all the 
forces of reactio  Except the pop lar Revol tio , there is o other 
way of resisti g the me ace of a discipli ed Army b t to try and have 
a stronger and more discipli ed Army; so that the sternest anti
militarists, if they are ot A archists, and if they are afraid of the 
destr ctio  ofthe State, are i evitably led to ecome arde t militarists.
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I  fact, i  the problematical hope of cr shi g Pr ssian Militarism, 
they have re o ced all the spirit and all the traditio s of L i erty; they 
have Pr ssianised E gland and France; they have su mitted them
selves to Tsarism; they have restored the prestige of the totteri g 
throne of Italy.
Can Anarchists accept this state of thi gs for a si gle mome t 

witho t re o ci g all right to call themselves A archists? To me, 
eve  foreig  domi atio  suffered  force and leadi g to revolt, is 
preferabletodomesticoppressio meekly, almost gratef lly, accepted, 
i  the elief that by this means we are preserved from a greater evil. 
It is seless to say that this is a q estio  of an exceptio al time, and 

that after havi g co tri ted to the victory of the E te te i  ‘this war’, 
we shall ret rn, each i to his own camp, to the str ggle for his own 
ideal.
If it is ecessary today to work i  harmony with the Governme t 

and the capitalist to defe d o rselves agai st ‘the German me ace’, 
it will e ecessary afterwards, as well as d ri g the war.

However great may be the defeat of the German Army - if it is tr e 
that it will e defeated - it will ever be possi le to preve t the German 
patriots thi ki g of, and prepari g for, reve ge; and the patriots of the 
other co tries, very reaso ably from their own poi t of view, will 
want to hold themselves i  readi ess so that they may not agai  e 
take  awares. This means that Pr ssian Militarism will ecome a 
permane t and reg lar i stitutio  i  all co tries.
What will the  e said y the self-styled A archist who today 

desire the victory of one of the warri g alliances? Will they go 
o  calli g themselves anti-militarists and preachi g disarmame t, 
ref sal to do military service, and sabotage agai st Natio al Defe ce, 
o ly to ecome, at the first threat of war, recr iti g-sergeants for the 
Governme ts that they have attempted to disarm and paralyse?
It will e said that these thi gs will come to an e d whe  the 

German people have rid themselves of their tyrants and ceased to e 
a me ace to E rope  destroyi g militarism i  their own co try. 
B t, if that is the case, the Germans who thi k, and rightly so, that 
English and Fre ch domi atio  (to say nothi g of Tsarist R ssia) 
wo ld e o more delightf l to the Germans than German domi a
tio  to the Fre ch and English, will desire first to wait for the R ssians 
and the others to destroy their own militarism, and will meanwhile 
co ti e to i crease their own co try’s Army.

And the , how long will the Revol tio  e delayed? How long 
A archy? M st we always wait for the others to egi ?
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The li e of co d ct for Anarchists is clearly marked o t y the very 
logic of their aspiratio s.

The war o ght to have ee  preve ted  ri gi g abo t the 
Revol tio , or at least  maki g the Governme t afraid of the 
Revol tio . E ither the stre h or the skill ecessary for this has ee  
lacki g.

Peace o ght to be imposed  ri gi g abo t the Revol tio , or at 
least y threate i g to do so. To the prese t time, the stre gth or the 
skill is wanti g.

Well! there is o ly remedy: to do etter i  f t re. More than ever 
we m st avoid compromise; deepe  the chasm etwee  capitalists 
and wage-slaves, etwee  r lers and r led; preach expropriatio  of 
private property and the destr ctio  of States as the o ly means of 
g aranteei g fraternity etwee  the peoples and J stice and L i erty 
for all; and we m st prepare to accomplish these thi gs.

Meanwhile it seems to me that it is crimi al to do anythi g that 
te ds to prolong the war, that sla ghters me , destroys wealth, and 
hi ders all resumptio  of the str ggle for emancipatio . It appears to 
me that preachi g ‘war to the e d’ is really playi g the game of the 
German r lers, who are deceivi g their su jects and i flami g their 
ardo r for fighti g y persuadi g them that their oppone ts desire to 
cr sh and e slave the German people.

Today, as ever, let this e o r slogan: Down with Capitalists and 
Governme ts, all Capitalists and all Governme ts!

Lo g live the peoples, all the peoples!

Freedom, April 1916

Peter K ropotkiu - Recollectious
and criticisms of an old friend

This essay was first p lished i  the Italian lang age review Studii 
Sociali (Montevideo o  April 15,1931). The first E glish translatio  
is i cl ded i  the Freedom Press vol me Malatesta - Life &  Ideas.

Peter K ropotki  is witho t do t o e of those who have co tri ted 
perhaps most - perhaps more eve  than Bak i  and E lisee Recl s 
- to the elaboratio  and propagatio  of anarchist ideas. A d he has 
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therefore well deserved the recog itio  and the admiratio  that all 
anarchists feel for him.
B t i  homage to the tr th and i  the greater i terest of the ca se, 

o e m st recog ise that his activity has ot all ee  wholly e eficial. 
It was ot his fa lt; o  the co trary, it was the very emi e ce of his 
q alities which gave rise to the ills I am proposi g to disc ss.

Nat rally, K ropotki  ei g a mortal among mortals co ld ot 
always avoid error and embrace the whole tr th. One sho ld have 
therefore profited y his i val able co tri tio  and conti ed the 
search which wo ld lead to f rther advances. B t his literary tale ts, 
the importance and vol me of his o tp t, his i defatigable activity, 
the prestige that came to him from his rep tatio  as a great scie tist, 
the fact that he had give   a highly privileged positio  to defe d, at 
the cost of sufferi g and danger, the pop lar ca se, and f rthermore 
the fasci atio  of his perso ality which held the atte tio  of those who 
had the good fort e to meet him, all made him acq ire a notoriety 
and an i fl e ce such that he appeared, and to a great exte t he really 
was, the recog ised master for most anarchists.

As a result of which, criticism was disco raged and the develop
me t of the anarchist idea was arrested. For many years, i  spite of the 
ico oclastic and progressive spirit of anarchists, most of them so far 
as theory and propaganda were co cerned, did  more than study 
and q ote K ropotki . To express o eself other than the way he did 
was co sidered  many comrades almost as heresy.
It wo ld therefore e opport e to su ject K ropotki ’s teachi gs 

to close and critical analysis i  order to separate that which is ever 
real and alive from that which more rece t tho ght and experie ce 
will have shown to be mistake  A  matter which wo ld co cern not 
only K ropotki , for the errors that one can blame him for havi g 
committed were already bei g professed y anarchists efore K ropotki  
acq ired his emi e t place i  the moveme t: he co firmed them and 
made them last y addi g the weight of his tale t and his prestige; t 
all s old militants, or almost all of s, have o r share of responsi ility. 

I  writi  ow abo t K ropotki  I do ot i te d to exami e his 
teachi gs. I o ly wish to record a few impressio s and recollectio s, 
which may I believe, serve to make etter known his moral and 
i tellect al stat re as well as derstandi g more clearly his q alities 
and his fa lts.

B t first of all I will say a few words which come from the heart 
beca se I cannot thi k of K ropotki  witho t ei g moved y the 
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recollectio  of his imme se good ess. I remember what he did i  
Ge eva i  the wi ter of 1879 to help a gro p of Italian ref gees i  dire 
straits, among them myself; I remember the small atte tio s, I wo ld 
call maternal, which he estowed o  me whe  o e ight i  Lo do  
havi g ee  the victim of an accide t I we t and knocked o  his door; 
I recall the i merable ki d actio s towards all sorts of people; I 
remember the cordial atmosphere with which he was surro ded. 
Beca se he was a really good perso , of that goodness which is almost 

co scio s and needs to relieve all sufferi g and be surro ded y 
smiles and happi ess. O e wo ld have i  fact said that he was good 
witho t k owi g it; i  any case he did ’t like o e sayi g so, and he was 
offe ded whe  I wrote i  an article o  the occasio  of his 70th 
birthday that his good ess was the first of his q alities. He wo ld 
rather boast of his e ergy and co rage - perhaps eca se these latter 
q alities had bee  developed i , and for, the str ggle, whereas 
good ess was the spontaneo s expressio  of his i timate at re.

I had the hono r and good fort e of ei g for many years li ked to 
K ropotki   the warmest frie dship.
We loved each other beca se we were i spired y the same passio , 
y the same hopes ... and also y the same ill sio s.

Both of s were optimistic y temperame t (I elieve evertheless 
that K ropotki ’s optimism surpassed mi e y a long chalk and 
possi ly spr g from a differe t so rce) and we saw thi s with rose 
ti ted spectacles - alas! everythi g was too rosy - we the  hoped, and 
it is more than fifty years ago, i  a revol tio  to e made i  the 
immediate f t re which was to have shered i  o r ideal society. 
D ri g these long years there were certai ly periods of do t and 
disco rageme t. I remember K ropotki  o ce telli g me: “My dear 
Errico, I fear we are alone, yo  and I, i  elievi g a revol tio  to e 
ear at hand”. B t they were passi g moods; very soo  co fide ce 

ret rned; we explai ed away the existi g diffic lties and the 
scepticism of the comrades and we t o  worki g and hopi g.

Nevertheless it m st ot e imagi ed that on all q estio s we 
shared the same views. O  the co trary, on many f dame tals 
we were far from bei g i  agreeme t, and almost every time we met 
we wo ld have oisy and heated disc ssio s; t as K ropotki  always 
felt sure that right was o  his side, and co ld ot calmly suffer to be 
co radicted, and I, on the other hand, had great respect for his 
er ditio  and deep co cern for his certai  health, these disc ssio s 
always e ded y changi  the su ject to avoid d e exciteme t.
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B t this did ot i  any way harm the i timacy of o r relatio ship, 
eca se we loved each other and beca se we collaborated for se ti
me tal rather than i tellect al reaso s. Whatever may have ee  o r 
differe ces of i terpretatio  of the facts, or the arg me ts  which 
we j stified o r actio s, i  practice we wanted the same thi s and 
were motivated y the same i te se feeli g for freedom, j stice and 
the well-bei g of all manki d. We co ld therefore get o  together.

And i  fact there was ever serio s disagreeme t etwee  s til 
that day i  1914 whe  we were faced with a q estio  of practical 
co d ct of capital importance to oth of s: that of the attit de to 
e adopted  anarchists to the [First World] War. On that occasio  

K ropotki ’s old prefere ces for all that which is R ssian and 
Fre ch were reawake ed and exacerbated i  him, and he declared 
himself an e th siastic supporter of the E te te. He seemed to forget 
that he was an Internatio alist, a socialist and an anarchist; he forgot 
what he himself had writte  o ly a short time efore abo t the war 
that the Capitalists were prepari g, and began expressi g admiratio  
for the worst A llied statesme  and Ge erals, and at the same 
time treated as cowards the anarchists who ref sed to joi  the Unio  
Sucre, regretti g that his age and his poor health preve ted him 
from taki g p a rifle and marchi g agai st the Germans. It was 
impossi le therefore to see eye to eye: for me he was a tr ly 
pathological case. A ll the same it was o e of the saddest, most pai f l 
mome ts of my life (and, I dare to suggest, for him too) whe  after 
a more than acrimonio s disc ssio , we parted like adversaries, 
almost as e emies.

Great was my sorrow at the loss of the frie d and for the harm 
done to the ca se as a result of the co f sio  that wo ld e created 
among the comrades  his defectio . B t i  spite of everythi g the 
love and esteem which I felt for the man were impaired, j st as 
the hope that once the mome t of e phoria had passed and the 
foreseeable co seq e ces of the war were viewed i  their proper 
perspective, he wo ld admit his mistake and ret rn to the moveme t, 
the K ropotki  of old.

K ropotki  was at the same time a scie tist and a social reformer. He 
was i spired  two passio s: the desire for knowledge and the desire 
to act for the good of h manity, two noble passio s which can be 
m t ally sef l and which one wo ld like to see i  all me , witho t 
ei g, for all this, o e and the same thi g. B t K ropotki  was an 

emi e tly systematic perso ality and he wanted to explai  everythi g 
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with one pri ciple, and red ce everythi g to ity and ofte  did so, 
i  my opi io , at the expe se of logic.

Th s he sed scie ce to support his social aspiratio s, eca se i  
his opi io , they were simply rigoro s scie tific ded ctio s.

I have o special compete ce to j dge K ropotki  as a scie tist. I 
k ow that he had i  his early yo th re dered otable services to 
geography and geology, and I appreciate the great importance of his 
ook o  M t al A id, and I am convi ced that with his vast c lt re and 

noble i tellige ce, co ld have made a greater contri tio  to the 
advanceme t of the scie ces had his tho ghts and activity ot ee  
absorbed i  the social str ggle. Nevertheless it seems to me that he 
lacked that somethi g which goes to make a tr e man of scie ce; the 
capacity to forget o e’s aspiratio s and preco ceptio s and observe 
facts with cold o jectivity. He seemed to me to e what I wo ld gladly 
call, a poet of scie ce. By an origi al i t itio , he might have 
succeeded i  foreseei g ew tr ths, t these tr ths wo ld have 
eeded to e verified  others with less, or no imagi atio , t who 

were etter eq ipped with what is called the scie tific spirit. K ropotki  
was too passio ate to e an acc rate o server.

His ormal proced re was to start with a hypothesis and the  look 
for the facts that wo ld co firm it - which may be a good method for 
discoveri g ewthi gs; t what happe ed, and q ite e io lly, 
was that he did ot see the o es which i validated his hypothesis. 
He co ld ot ri g himself to admit a fact, and ofte  ot eve  to 

co sider it, if he had not first managed to explai  it, that is to fit it i to 
his system.
As an example I will reco t an episode i  which I played a part. 
Whe  I was i  the Arge ti ian Pampas (i  the years 1885 to 1889), 

I happe ed to read somethi g abo t the experime ts i  hypnosis y 
the School of Nancy, which was ew to me. I was very i terested i  
the su ject t had no opport ity at the time to fi d o t more. Whe  
I was ack agai  i  E rope, I saw K ropotki  i  Lo do , and asked 
him if he co ld give me some i formatio  o  hypnosis. K ropotki  
flatly de ied that there was any tr th i  it; that it was either all a fake 
or a q estio  of hall ci atio s. Some time later I saw him agai , and 
the co versatio  t d o ce more o to the su ject. To my great 
surprise I fo d that his opi io  had completely changed; hypnotic 
phe ome a had become a su ject of i terest deservi g to e studied. 
What had happe ed the ? Had he learned ew facts or had he had 
convi ci g proofs of those he had previo sly de ied? Not at all. He 
had, q ite simply, read i  a book, by I don’t know which German 
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physiologist, a theory on the relatio ship etwee  the two hemi
spheres of the rai  which co ld serve to explai , well or badly, the 
phe ome a of hypnosis.
I  view of this me tal predispositio  which allowed him to 

accommodate thi gs to suit himself i  q estio s of p re scie ce, 
i  which there are  reaso s why passio  sho ld o f scate 
the i tellect, o e co ld foresee what wo ld happe  over those 
q estio s which i timately co cerned his deepest wishes and his most 
cherished hopes.

K ropotki  adhered to the materialist philosophy that prevailed among 
scie tists i  the seco d half of the 19th ce t ry, the philosophy of 
Moleschott, B chner, V ogt and others; and conseq e tly his co cept 
of the U iverse was rigoro sly mechanistic.

Accordi g to his system, Will (a creative power whose so rce and 
nat re we cannot comprehe d, j st as, likewise, we do ot derstand 
the at re and so rce of ‘matter’ or of any of the other ‘first 
pri ciples’) - I was sayi g, Will which contri tes m ch or little i  
determi i g the co d ct of i divid als - and of society, does ot exist 
and is a mere ill sio . A ll that has ee , that is and will e, from 
the path of the stars to the irth and decli e of a civilisatio , from 
the perf me of a rose to the smile o  a mother’s lips, from an 
earthq ake to the tho ghts of a Newton, from a tyrant’s cr elty to a 
sai t’s good ess, everythi g had to, m st, and will occ r as a result of 
an i evitable seq e ce of ca ses and effects of mechanical origi , 
which leaves  possi ility of variety. The ill sio  of Will is itself a 
mechanical fact.

Nat rally if Will has o power, if everythi g is ecessary and 
cannot be otherwise, the  ideas of freedom, j stice and responsi ility 
have  meani g, and have  eari g o  reality.
Th s logically all we can do is to co template what is happe i g i  

the world, with i differe ce, pleasure or pai , depe di g o  o e’s 
perso al feeli gs, witho t hope and witho t the possi ility of changi g 
anythi g.

So K ropotki , who was very critical of the fatalism of the Marxists, 
was, himself, the victim of mechanistic fatalism which is far more 
i hi iti g.

B t philosophy co ld ot kill the powerf l Will that was i  
K ropotki . He was too strongly co vi ced of the tr th of his system 
to abandon it or stand by passively while others cast do t o  it; he 
was too passio ate, and too desiro s of li erty and j stice to e halted 
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y the diffic lty of a logical co tradictio , and give  the str ggle. He 
got ro d the dilemma by i trod ci g anarchism i to his system and 
maki g it i to a scie tific tr th.

He wo ld seek co firmatio  for his view by mai tai i g that all 
rece t discoveries i  all the scie ces, from astronomy right thro gh to 
biology and sociology coi cided i  demonstrati g always more clearly 
that anarchy is the form of social organisatio  which is imposed  
at ral laws.

O e co ld have poi ted o t that whatever are the co cl sio s that 
can be drawn from contemporary scie ce, it was a fact that if ew 
discoveries were to destroy prese t scie tific eliefs, he wo ld have 
remai ed an anarchist i  spite of scie ce, j st as he was an anarchist 
i  spite of logic. B t K ropotki  wo ld ot have ee  able to admit 
the possi ility of a conflict etwee  scie ce and his social aspiratio s 
and wo ld have always tho ght p a means, o matter whether it 
was logical or not, to reco cile his mechanistic philosophy with his 
anarchism.
Th s, after havi g said that “anarchy is a concept of the U iverse 

ased o  the mechanical i terpretatio  of phe ome a which embrace 
the whole of at re i cl di g the life of societies” (I co f ess I have never 
succeeded i  u derstandi g what this might mean) K ropotki  wo ld 
forgethis mechanistic co cept as a matter of no importance, and throw 
himself i to the str ggle with the fire, e th siasm and confide ce of 
o e who believes i  the efficacy of his Will and who hopes  his 
activity to o tai  or contri te to the achieveme t of the thi s he 
wants.

I  poi t of fact K ropotki ’s anarchism and comm ism were m ch 
more the co seq e ce of his se si ility than of reaso . I  him the 
heart spoke first and the  reaso  followed to j stify and rei force the 
imp lses of the heart.

What constituted the tr e esse ce of his character was his love of 
manki d, the sympathy he had for the poor and the oppressed. He 
tr ly suffered for others, and fo d i j stice i tolerable eve  if it 
operated i  his favo r.

At the time whe  I freq e ted him i  Lo do , he earned his livi g 
y collaborati g to scie ce magazi es and other p licatio s, and 
lived i  relatively comfortable circ mstances; t he felt a ki d of 
remorse at bei g etter off than most man al workers and always 
seemed to want to exc se himself for the small comforts he co ld 
afford. He ofte  said, whe  speaki g of himself and of those i  similar 
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circ mstances: “If we have ee  able to ed cate o rselves and 
develop o r fac lties; if we have access to i tellect al satisfactio s and 
live i  ot too ad material circ mstances, it is eca se we have 
e efited, thro gh an accide t of irth, by the exploitatio  to which 

the workers are su jected; and therefore the str ggle for the emanci
patio  of the workers is a d ty, a de t which we m st repay. ”

It was for his love of j stice, and as if y way of expiati g the 
privileges that he had e joyed, that he had give  p his positio , 
eglected the studies he so e joyed, to devote himself to the ed catio  
of the workers of St. Peters rg and the str ggle agai st the despotism 
of the Tsars. Urged o   these same feeli gs he had su seq e tly 
joi ed the I ternatio al and accepted anarchist ideas. Fi ally, among 
the differe t i terpretatio s of anarchism he chose and made his 
own the comm ist-anarchist programme which, bei g ased o  
solidarity and on love, goes eyond j stice itself.
B t as was o vio sly foreseeable, his philosophy was ot witho t 

i l e o  the way he co ceived the f t re and on the form the 
str ggle for its achieveme t sho ld take.

Si ce, accordi g to his philosophy that which occ s m st 
ecessarily occ r, so also the comm ist-anarchism he desired, m st 

i evitably tri mph as if  a law of Nat re.
A d this freed him from any do t and removed all diffic lties 

from his path. The o rgeois world was desti ed to cr mble; it was 
already breaki g  and revol tio ary actio  o ly served to haste  the 
process.
His imme se i fl e ce as a propagandist as well as stemmi g from 

his great tale ts, rested o  the fact that he showed thi gs to e so 
simple, so easy, so i evitable, that those who heard him speak or read 
his articles were immediately fired with e th siasm.
Moral problems vanished eca se he attri ted to the ‘people’, the 

worki g masses, great abilities and all the virt es. With reaso  he 
praised the moral i fl e ce of work, b t did ot sufficie tly clearly see 
the depressi g and corr pti g effects of misery and su jectio . 
A d he tho ght that it wo ld e sufficie t to abolish the capitalists’ 
privileges and the r lers’ power for all me  immediately to start lovi g 
each other as rothers and to care for the i terests of others as they 
wo ld for their own.

In the same way he did ot see the material diffic lties, or he easily 
dismissed them. He had accepted the idea, widely held among the 
anarchists at the time, that the acc m lated stocks of food and 
man fact red goods, were so ab dant that for a long time to come 
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it wo ld ot e ecessary to worry abo t prod ctio ; and he always 
declared that the immediate problem was o e of co sumptio , that 
for the tri mph of the revol tio  it was ecessary to satisfy the eeds 
of everyone immediately as well as ab dantly, and that prod ctio  
wo ld follow the rhythm of consumptio . From this idea came that 
of ‘taki g from the storeho ses’ (‘presa nel m cchio’), which he 
pop larised and which is certai ly the simplest way of conceivi g 
comm ism and the most likely to please the masses, t which is also 
the most primitive, as well as tr ly topian, way. And whe  he was 
made to o serve that this acc m latio  of prod cts co ld ot possi ly 
exist, eca se the osses ormally o ly allow for the prod ctio  of 
what they can sell at a profit, and that possi ly at the egi i g of a 
revol tio  it wo ld e ecessary to organise a system of ratio i g, and 
press for an i te sificatio  of prod ctio  rather than call pon [the 
people] to help themselves from a storeho se which i  the eve t wo ld 
e o -existe t, K ropotki  set abo t studyi g the problem at first 

hand and arrived at the co cl sio  that i  fact such ab dance did ot 
exist and that some co tries were co ti ally threate ed y short
ages. B t he recovered [his optimism]  thi ki g of the great 
pote tialities of agric lt re aided  scie ce. He took as examples the 
results o tai ed y a few c ltivators and gifted agronomists over 
limited areas and drew the most e co ragi g co cl sio s, witho t 
thi ki g of the diffic lties that wo ld e p t i  the way by the 
ig orance and aversio  of the peasants to what is change, and i  any 
case to the time that wo ld e eeded to achieve ge eral acceptance 
of the ew forms of c ltivatio  and of distri tio .

As always, K ropotki  saw thi gs as he wo ld have wished them to 
e and as we all hope they will e o e day; he co sidered as existi g 
or immediately realisable that which m st e won thro gh long and 
bitter str ggle.

A t ottom K ropotki  co ceived at re as a ki d of Provide ce, 
thanks to which there had to be harmony i  all thi gs, i cl di g 
h man societies.

A d this has led many anarchists to repeat that Anarchy is Natural 
Order, a phrase with an exq isite K ropotki ian flavo r.

If it is tr e that the law of Nat re is Harmony, I suggest o e wo ld 
e e titled to ask why Nat re has waited for anarchists to e om, and 

goes o  waiti g for them to tri mph, i  order to destroy the terri le 
and destr ctive co flicts from which manki d has always suffered. 
Wo ld o e ot e closer to the tr th i  sayi g that anarchy is the 

str ggle, i  h man society, agai st the disharmonies of Nat re?
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I have stressed the two errors which, i  my opi io , K ropotki  
committed - his theory of fatalism and his excessive optimism, 
eca se I elieve I have o served the harmf l results they have 
prod ced o  o r moveme t.
There were comrades who took the fatalist theory - which they 

e phemistically referred to as determi ism - serio sly and as a result 
lost all revol tio ary spirit. The revol tio , they said, is ot made; it 
will come whe  the time is ripe for it, and it is seless, scie tific and 
eve  ridic lo s to try to provoke it. A d armed with such so d 
reaso s, they withdrew from the moveme t and we t abo t their own 
b si ess. B t it wo ld e wrong to believe that this was a conve ie t 
exc se to withdraw from the str ggle. I have k own many comrades 
of great co rage and worth, who have exposed themselves to great 
dangers and who have sacrificed their freedom and eve  their lives i  
the ame of anarchy while ei g co vi ced of the seless ess of their 
actio s. They have acted o t of disg st for prese t society, i  a spirit 
of reve ge, o t of desperatio , or the love of the grand gesture, t 
witho t thi ki g there y of servi g the ca se of revol tio , and 
conseq e tly witho t selecti g the target and the opport e 
mome t, or witho t otheri g to coordi ate their actio  with that of 
others.

O  the other hand, those who witho t tro li g themselves with 
philosophy have wanted to work towards, and for, the revol tio , have 
imagi ed the problems as m ch simpler than they are i  reality, did 
ot foresee the diffic lties, and prepare for them... and beca se of this 

we have fo d o rselves impote t eve  whe  there was perhaps a 
chance of effective actio .

May the errors of the past serve to teach s to do etter i  the f t re. 

I have said what I had to say.
I do not thi k my strict res o  him can dimi ish K ropotki , the 

perso , who remai s, i  spite of everythi g, o e of the shi i g lights 
of o r moveme t.
If they are j st, they will serve to show that no man is free from error, 

not eve  whe  he is gifted with the great i tellige ce and the ge ero s 
heart of a K ropotki .
I  any case anarchists will always fi d i  his writi gs a treasury of 

fertile ideas and i  his life an example and an i ce tive i  the str ggle 
for all that is good.
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